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ABSTRACT 
Title of Thesis: Restructuring Textual Information for 
Online Retrieval 
Lawrence Koved, Master of Science, 1985 
Thesis directed by: Ben Shneiderman, Associate Professor, 
Department of Computer Science 
Two experiments were conducted to evaluate two styles of online documents. 
The first experiment compared paper manuals to online manuals using two different 
database structuring techniques - a sequential (linear) structure and a tree structure. 
People using the paper manuals were faster at solving problems than the people using 
the computer manuals. No differences were found between the linear and tree 
structures, or in accuracy of problem solutions. In a subjective evaluation of user 
preferences, the computer manuals were rated as better and more organized than the 
paper manuals. 
The second experiment compared two methods of retrieving online information 
that allowed the reader to specify the attributes needed to guide the information re-
trieval process. The first manual recorded the attributes entered by the reader via 
menus, and material in the manuals not relevant to the current search was pruned 
from the search space. The second manual did not record the menu selections, and 
the readers repeatedly entered the attributes several times in order to complete the 
task. The manual that recorded the attributes allowed the readers to work over twice 




A theore lical found ation is presented for the underlying online documentation 
used in the experiments. The user's traversal through the da tabase is presented as a 
graph search process, using a production system. 
The results of the experiments and their theoretical foundations are evaluated 
in terms of the impact they might have on future online document storage and re-
trieval systems. 
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l.O Introduction 
With the rapid prolif era ti on of computers, there is an increasing need to be able 
to easily learn to use and obtain information from them. Yet, few novel methods 
have been developed to enable people to use computers for storing documents and 
easily accessing their contents on demand. The problem of retrieving information 
from documents is not limited to computers. This problem dates from the use of 
Paper to record information. The traditional aids for improving access to information 
is through such methods as indexing and place marks. 
Printed documents have existed since Gutenberg invented movable type in the 
l5th century, and hand-written documents on papyrus and parchment since the 
ancient times. Successive refinements in aids for designing and using printed material 
have been developed during the past five centuries. We easily access sections of a 
book or document by turning the pages, and locate specific topics by turning to the 
table of contents or index. Inserting a book mark preserves the location of a 
Particular item of interest. To enhance the understanding of information, books 
include graphics, diagrams, and artwork. The physical presentation of the printed 
material, such as fonts, color and format of presentation, helps convey information 
to the reader. Through experience and research, those factors that enhance the 
design of printed material have been refined. 
Many of the aids available for printed material have not been made available 
for Online documents. The problems are both hardware and software. The most 
difficult problem to overcome is the limitation of the hardware used for online 
lntroe1uction 
retrieval and display of documents. Until recently, video display termimils (VDT) 
have not become widely available. Unfortunately, most VDT's currently in use 
display limited quantities of information - typically 24 rows by 80 columns. When 
compared to an 8 1 /2 x 11 inch page of paper, that has 66 single spaced lines, the 
VDT is clearly at a disadvantage. In additional, most VDT's are limited to a single 
font, where the sharpness and resolution of the characters is limited to 5 x 7 or 7 x 
9 dot matrix fonts on phosphor displays. Experiments comparing comprehension 
and reading rates of material presented on VDT and paper have shown that the latter 
is better (Wright, & Lickorish, 1983; Gould, & Grischkowsky, 1984; Hansen, 
Doring, & Whitlock, l 97 8) . Reading rates from VD T's are as much as 22 % slower 
than from paper (Gould, & Grischkowsky, 1983). Another disadvantage of the VDT 
is that it can not be held as a piece of paper can be at any desired angle or position. 
If possible, the software that controls the VDT must compensate for these 
disadvantages. But that is not sufficient. Online systems are qualitatively different 
from computers and have to do what paper does not do. The capabilities of the 
computer must be used to their best advantage. 
From the software point of view, the aids we have for printed material have not 
generally been provided in online systems. Many of the basic aids for organization 
of online information are already available as a result of text processing software. 
Text processing programs will generate a table of contents, a list of figures, and an 
index. Other aids, such as book marks, dog ears, and margin notes, are usually not 
available online . Most of these deficiencies are not based on technical restrictions , 
per se, because the techniques exist to provide them. 
Introduction 2 
The semantics of using online documents is no t the same as using documenLs 
printed on paper. Even the simple act of turning a page is different. Turning a page 
in an online document may require different cognitive processes and physical actions. 
An online document presentation system frequently require s the entering of 
commands or the pressing of a function key. To turn to a particular section, other 
commands must be entered, possibly with a page number. However, finding a 
chapter in a book can be done by rapidly flipping the pages until a chapter title is 
located. Given the hardware characteristics of the VDT and the responsiveness of 
most software systems, it is not desirable to search in the same way for a chapter title 
page in online documents. 
Conversely, there are several characteristics of a computer that give it an 
advantage over paper. First, a computer can be used to rapidly search for keywords 
in many documents more economically than can be done manually. Computers can 
also hold very large volumes of information in relatively little space and at low cost. 
With the proliferation of computer networks, and the very low cost of portable 
magnetic media (e.g., floppy disks, cartridge tapes), it is now possible to update 
online documents almost instantaneously . Rapid updating is not possible with 
printed material because printed updates take time to prepare and distribute. The 
problem remains of how to use the perceived advantages of the computer to make 




I.I Thesis organization 
This thesis is divided into 12 chapters: 
• Chapter 2 ( "Prior Work") describes prior online document and information 
retrieval systems. 
• Chapter 3 ("Information structuring models") investigates tree and lattice 
information structures. 
• Chapter 4 ( "Search graph 11 ) describes the database search space the user 







Chapter 5 ("A production system approach") partitions online documents into 
a three part production system: control strategy, set of rules, and database. 
Chapter 6 ( "Manuals") describes the styles of manuals that exist and the 
differences among them. 
Chapter 7 ("The maintenance environment") characterizes the maintenance 
environment, the types of information search performed, and the type of 
problem solving required. 
Chapter 8 ("The user interface") focuses on the user interface of the system 
Used for online manuals in the present research. 








• Chapter 10 (''Mode and structure of presentation") describes an experime nt 
using two different modes of presentation (computer versus paper), and two 
structures of presentation (tree versus linear). 
• Chapter 11 ("Online imperative style manuals") describes an experimen t aime d 
at reducing the volume of text presented to the user reading a manual, and 
reduces the complexity of questions asked to solve problems. 
• Chapter 12 ("Conclusions") summarizes the present results in the context of the 





2.0 Prior work 
Many systems have been developed to provide online information, including 
several systems for online document creation and retrieval. Each of these systems 
is suited for a specific audience. The uses of these systems include online document 
retrieval and display, online writing and literature retrieval, historical databases for 
museum environments, and online help systems. 
2.1 Interactive viewing of existing documents 
Viewing documents already stored electronically can be especially useful. The 
technology exists to take documents and transform them into a form that allows the 
user to view the overall structure, and browse through the contents online (Witten, 
& Bramwell, 1985 ). However, the drawback to this method of information retrieval, 
when applied to maintenance manuals and other online systems, is the strict 
hierarchical ordering inherent to paper documents . The hierarchy is needed in order 
to create an orderly presentation on paper, but is not required or necessarily desirable 
when information is to be viewed online. Improved cross referencing would require 
that the document be modified for its online presentation, and the hierarchical 
organization restriction must be relaxed. The other major disadvantage is that the 
information being displayed on the VDT screen was originally designed for paper. 
However, the VDT displays less information than a piece of paper. Thus, the user 
is forced to scroll the information in order to vie\\' an entire section of the document. 
Prior wor).: 6 
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2.2 Hypertext 
Hypertext is a method of organizing inf orm ::ition, where pieces of information 
are connected via links into in a net\vork database (Moran, & Halasz, 1985; Trigg, 
1984; Nelson, 1981 ) . The length of stored informat ion can be a few words or a 
comple te literary work. A hypertext system is no t limited to textual information. It 
can include graphics, video, and audio record ings . 
The concept of linking pieces of information together to create a whole is one 
of the most appealing aspects of hypertext systems. The database links can be 
grouped together to form predefined paths that guide the user through the network, 
presenting a particular view of the database. TI1rnugh the path mechanism, different 
versions of the same information can be presemed. For example, the author may 
want to view several different organizations of a paper being written. Creating 
different paths for the same material will allow the author to see what the paper 
would look like when using the different organ..iza tions. 
The hypertext approach aDows users to incorporate sections of other peoples' 
works into their own. If a writer wants to cite another work, or quote a paragraph 
from another document, the writer simply inserts a link in the text that points to the 
other document. There is no need to copy or replicate any information in the 
database . 
2.3 ZOG 
The ZOG system is very similar to hypertext (Robertson, McCracken, & 
Newell, 1981 ). The underlying structure is an twork of subnets containing 
Prior work 7 
information and menu frames. Just as in hypertext, these frames are connected 
toge ther by links in the database. Links extend from menu selection frame s to other 
menu or information frames . 
A unique feature of ZOG is that it may be used as a front-end for other 
programming systems. Interactions with ZOG can result in programs being executed 
on the user's behalf. In turn, these programs can feed results to ZOG which presents 
the information to the user. If the user's program needs information (e .g. , termin al 
input), ZOG can provide assistance in locating and constructing the correct response 
from menu inputs. The output from the user's program can be interpreted by ZOG , 
resulting in the selection of a new frame to be displayed. 
The feedback between user programs and ZOG is very attractive for the 
diagnostic front-end aspects of maintenance systems. A diagnostic machine with a 
database of information can be attached to the system being tested. The diagnostic 
machine queries the target system for specific status information. The results are fed 
back for analysis. Next, the front-end automatically retrieves the appropriate 
information for the user from the database. An "expert system" (Nau , 1983) can 
manipulate the results from the target system before passing the information back to 
the front-end . There are a number of different possible ways in which these and 
other techniques can be combined. 
2.4 TIES 
The Interactive Encyclopedia System (TIES) allows museum visitors to learn 
about European history by accessing a historical database (Ewing, Mehrabanz;:i d, 






Sheck, Ostroff, & Shneiderman, 1985; Shneiderman, & Ostroff, 1984 ) . In the 
museum environment, emphasis is placed on keeping the user interface simple since 
llEs is to be used by many different types of people, including novices. The 
objective is that TIES should take less than a minute to learn. 
TIES has three active keys - move cursor left, move cursor right, and select 
menu item. 1 Each of these commands is a single key stroke. Instead of extracting 
menu items and displaying them as an explicit menu (Koved, 1984 ), the items are 
highlighted directly in the text (see Figure 1). This method of displaying text with 
embedded menu items has become known as touchtext (Koved, & Shneiderman, 
1985). The initial screen contains an article with phrases that are highlighted. The 
user positions the cursor on one of the highlighted phrases. Pressing the select key 
causes a new article to be retrieved. 
The top line of the screen contains information relevant to the current article. 
On the left there is an "Article Title" and on the right is a page number, such as 
"p 
age l of 4 ". If there are two or more pages of text for an article, then commands 
(an explicit menu) are shown at the bottom of the screen to allow page turning. 
These commands include "Next Page," "Previous Page," and "Return to <previous 
article> " Th F 1 · ose menu items that are not applicable are not shown. or examp e, 
"p 
revious Page" is not shown when the first page of an article is being displayed. 
The TIES system presents a navigation strategy that is similar to the hypertext 
and ZOG systems. The user is presented with the view that the database is organized ----
A second version of TIES uses a touchscreen to allow pointing with a finger instead of left and 
right cursor motions (a keyboard is not needed). 
P· nor Work 
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INTRODUCTION: STAMP UNION PAGE 1 OF 2 
The Adele H. Stamp Union, formerly known as the Student Union, is the 
cultural and social center for the University. The Union provides a variety of 
services to the faculty, staff, and students. A plethora of restaurants are available 
providing a wide choice of atmosphere and a variety of menus. The Union is also 
center for entertainment. Several shops and many special services are available 
too. Union programs include concerts, exhibitions, and craft classes. The Union 
is open all week from 7 A.M. to I A.M. Monday through Friday, and until 2 
A.M. on weekends. 
NEXT PAGE (SELECT OPTION THEN PRESS RETURN) END 
Figure 1. TIES menu example: The above example is an embedded menu 
from a database created as part of a student project (Hsu, & Powell, 
1984 ). The imbedded menu highlights the menu items, and are 
shown here in bold type. The cursor is an inverse video bar that 
points to the current menu selection. Selecting NEXT PAGE allows 
- the user can turn to the next page. END is used to quit TIES. 
as a unified network of related articles. The user starts at an introductory article and 
then proceeds to make menu selections that retrieve new articles. At each node in 
the network, except at the introduction, the user can request that the system return 




The TIES concept provides the basis of an online maintenance manual system 
because of its simplicity. People can easily access information by touching the 
screen, using a mouse, or pressing cursor keys. The database traversal strategies are 
simple and flexible. Little training is required to learn and use TIES. These conce pts 
are desirable in construction of large online maintenance manuals. 
2.5 Current online help and manuals 
Most online help and documentation systems are relatively unsophisticated. 
The Primary access mechanism is through keyword lookup, and access into a simple 
single level database of documents. For example, when a user needs information on 
lhe correct syntax or semantics of a conunand, the user enters "HELP 
<command_name> 11 • While the specific syntax varies, this is the primary method 
of obtaining online information from many current systems such as TOPS-20 (DEC, 
1980), UNIX (UCB, 1981), and VM/CMS (IBM, 1981). 
Other online help systems have hierarchically organized help and 
documentation, enabling the user to access various levels of detail of a command or 
topic (Posner, Hill, Miller, Gottheil, & Davis, 1983; DEC, 1980). These systems are 
Usually keyword driven (e.g., HELP <command> <argument> ... ). Other systems 
are more sophisticated, such as Lotus J-2-3 (Posner el al., 1983) that uses a menu 
approach to accessing the information database. 
Prior Work 
IJ 
These systems are general purpose, and mostly use static databases. When the 
User tries to get help information, the text presented to the user is the same every 
time, regardless of the context or task being performed.2 
-----2 
A more thorough analysis and discussion of online help systems can be found in Borenstein 
0 985) and Houghton (1984 ) . 
.l'rior "''Ork 
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3.0 Information structuring models 
The underlying structure of n datnbase is a very important consideration when 
designing and constructing an online inf ormatim retrieval system. Various 
structures allow different types of navigat ion and dictate how the information must 
be organized. The linear traversal of a se t of nodes and cyclic grnph are opposite 
extremes of structuring informat ion. The linenr traversal, turning page by page, is 
similar to reading from paper but lacks nexibility. A cyclic graph by itself lacks the 
structure needed for organizing information. Documents do exhibit structure, and 
are typically organized as trees or lattices. 
3.1 Trees 
Trees organize information in a hierarchical manner appropriate for many 
applications. Videotex and other sintilar systems (Tetzlaff, 1984; Raymond, 1984; 
Ferrarini, 1980) use trees as the basic structure for databases. Each menu in the 
system provides access to subtrees. The user starts from a main menu (the root) and 
traverses down the edges of the tree umil the desired information is retrieved. 
Each node in the tree (except leaf nodes) is a decision point. Each selection the 
user makes becomes inform;:ition carried down through the tree. The information 
known ar node N, at depth D, is all of 1.he prior D-1 decisions made to reach node 
N. Since the structure is a tree , the path to reach node N is unique. A tree is an 
useful structure when designing an Imperati ve style manual,3 since a node in the tree 
3 Manual styles are described in Chapter 6. 
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can not be reached unless all of the prior nodes in the path have been visited. The 
tree structure and its traversal strategy ensures that all of the prerequisite information 
has been viewed. 
Information is not always organized as a strict hierarchy. Designers of 
Videotex systems allow cross-linking between subtrees in the database. The links 
avoid replicating information in the database. Links serve as a mechanism to aUow 
th
e User to traverse several different paths to reach a given piece of information (see 
Figure 2). If an incorrect decision is made early in the search through the database, 
th
e user will not find the desired information unless the database contains cross-links 
or replicated data. The use of links allows mistakes to be corrected at lower levels 
of the tree. 
The addition of links eliminates one of the strengths of the tree by providing 
lllultiple paths to a node in the database. With links, it is impossible to determine the 
exact Path (the decisions) taken reach a node in the database. That is, if an 
Imperative style of manual uses a tree structure with links, it is impossible to know 
if all of h 
t e prerequisites have been met. 
3
·2 Lattices 
A directed graph is the foundation of hypertext systems because of its flexible 
Slructure. Unlike the structure of trees, a directed graph, either acyclic or cyclic, 
al.lows the designer to determine the number of roots in the database. 
Parallel paths are frequently found in manuals when presenting alternative 
lllethoct f d d · · d s or accomplishing a task. Alternatives are presente at ec1s1on no es. 
lnrormar 
ion structuring niode!s ]4 
. . . · .. 
•. 
••••• -C:· •• • 
Figure 2. Tree structure with cross-links 
. . 
. . . 
Different parallel paths can be followed from the decision nodes until the paths 
merge at a later node in the network. For example, the installation procedures of a 
new · . 
piece of hardware may be accomplished in several ways dependmg upon the 
type or model of the hardware. The instructions for the different hardware proceed 
along independent paths that merge later in the installation procedure. 
The database structure of this parallelism can be viewed as a lattice.4 The lattice 
15 
a subgraph of the database network (see Figure 3). Node D of the lattice is a 
dee· · 
ision point. All nodes between, but not including D and M, contain informzition 
----4 
R.t1 tberford (1965, p.4) formally defined a lattice as "a part ially ordered set such that any two 
elements of it possess both a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. " 
lnronn . 
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Figure 3. Lattice: A lattice with decision point D and merge point M. The 
lattice is a subgraph of a network of nodes. 
about the d · · 
ecis1on made at D, just as in a tree structure. Lattices within lattices are 
Permitted in the database (see Figure 4). As in the tree, the information regarding 
the dee· . 
IS!ons made determines whether or not prerequisites have been met. 
Lattices help structure information in a database. The combining of an 
un
st
ructured network of nodes into a network of lattices has some of the strengths 
of a tree b t 1· . . 
' u e 1nunates the redundancy and hierarchy problems. However, ma3or 
drawba k . 
c s are inherent in the lattice structure. Parallel paths of lattices merge. 5 At 
----
0therw1· th . se e structure 1s a tree. 
lnfonnar 
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Figure 4. Lattice within lattice: A lattice can be a subgraph of a larger 
lattice. 
the node where the paths merge, the information about the original decision is lost. 
6 
So · f . 'm ormat1on about the decision made at node D is lost when the user reaches node 
M. In general, when a node N is reached from several non-intersecting paths (see 
Figure 5) h · · d h · , l ere 1s no way of detem1ining which path was traverse to reac 1t. 
3.3 Lattices with a decision database 
To prevent losing information when using lattices, the decisions can be 
----
Trees do not lose information since paths do not merge -- trees only become husbier. 
lnfonna1· 
ion struc1uring models 
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' 
Figure 5. Merge of many paths: Disjoint paths may merge at a single node . 
Without a decision database, the exact path traversed to reach node 
N would be unknown. 
recorded in a decision database. 7 Thus, when the paths merge at a later node, the 
inf onnation about the decision is not lost since it is retained in the decision database. 
The information remains in the decision database until it is subsequently modified 
by another decision point. Nodes further along in the search path use the decision 
databa d . 
se to etemune the specific path traversed. This technique dramaticalJy 
reduces the number of nodes needed in a information or document database since a 
bushy t · ree is no longer required. 
----
ihe database of text and infonnation will be referred to as a "database," and the database of 
decision information will be referred to as a "decision database ." 
lr1forn,a . 
t1o n st ructuring mode ls 
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4.0 Search graph 
4.1 User search space 
A user searches the datubase of an online manual for desired informmion. The 
set of linked hypertext nodes forms a graph . While looking for desired information, 
th
e user is performing a graph search to reach one or more goals in the search space. 
The search space can be extremely large for a commercially available database 
such as The Source or a Videotex system. The search space must be pruned to 
reduce it to a manageable size. Several different approaches to pruning the search 
space exist. The simplest technique presents the user with a set of menus and asks 
for the user to traverse an edge in the search graph. If the database is stored as a tree, 
lben each selection has the potential for rapidly reducing the search space. In a cyclic 
graph network, however, a single menu selection may not appreciably reduce the 
search space. Therefore, other techniques are needed to prune the search space. 
4.2 Two types of pruning 
Two new methods exist for pruning the search space in online information 
retrieval systems. The first prunes the number of accessible nodes during the search. 




4.l.J Pr1111i11g subtrees 
When using a lattice structure with a decision database, the decisions made 
along the path to the current node are recorded. When the information retrieval 
system fetches the current node from the database, it uses predefined rulesR to 
determine whether or not paths should be made accessible to the user. If one or more 
Paths are determined to be not applicable, then the system prunes those paths by not 
allowing the user to traverse them. For example, by not displaying a menu selection, 
th
e user is derued access to the the subpath; hence, the graph has been pruned (see 
Figure 6). 
4· 2. 2 Pruning text 
The second type of pruning occurs while the text is being formatted for display. 
lbe complete text of a database node is a network of w~rds, phrases, and sentences 
linked together in a serial fashion (see Figure 7). Using predefined rules, as used in 
Pruning subtrees of a graph, the text formatter modifies the displayed information 
based upon the current state of the decision database. The pruning takes place when 
lbe f 0 rmatter determines that a particular piece of text is not relevant and should not 
be shown. 
----
'fhe rules are associated with the database, and define the search space. Rules are described 




A - Official holidays 
B - Personal days off 
C - Sick days 
D - Paid v<1cation days 
Example 2: 
A - Official holidays 
B - Sick days 
t t 
Figure 6. Pruned menu selections: The example shown above shows 
benefits for a company that makes a distinction between its salaried 
and hourly employees. Example 1 shows the type of information 
that is made available to the salaried employees. They have more 
benefits than the hourly workers who only have access to the 
information shown in Example 2. The pruning process eliminated 
two of the menu items and relabeled the menu selections. 
The two figures to the right of the menus show unpruned and 
the pruned _grap~s that represent the two menus. 
4.2.3 D t b a a ase node reduction 
Text pruning reduces the number of physically distinct nodes stored in a 
document database. For example, a decision node may create several parallel paths 
thr0ugh a document. Each of the parallel paths is only a slight variation of one 
anolher. Text pruning collapses the multiple paths into a single path by making the 
appropriate text substitutions (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 7. Sentence tree 
TUrn the knob clockwise. 
Turn the handle counter clockwise. 
Figure 8. 
Text substitution: The text is substituted to dynamically crea te 
new nodes in the database. "Knob" and "handle" are 
interchangeable, and "counter" was added to the second sentence. 
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s.o 
A production system approach 
Following the structure of many artificial intelligence (AI) systems, the design 
of the Online do · · · th · · d" ·d d · h cumentat1on system presented m this es1s 1s JVl e mto t ree 
Pans · cont 1 . 
· ro structure, rules, and database (Nilsson, 1980). The difference 
between an AI 1· · • · h h 1 app 1cat1on and the online documentation systems 1s t at t e atter 
are directed b h · · 
Y t e user rather than a programmed heunsllc. The user determines 
When to b k 
ac track, whether or not acceptable goals have been reached, or when a 
search h f · 
as alled and should be terminated. 
s.1 
Control structure 
The control structure is a combination of the online maintenance manual 
Program manj u1 · d hr h · · 
P atmg the database through the use of rules, an t oug mteraction 
With ape . 
rson using the system. The program is given a start node in the network 
Where th 
e search is begun. The rules indicate the successor nodes in the graph. The 
User select . 
s a successor node for expansion by making a menu select10n. At any 
Point in th . . 
e search, the user can initiate backtracking by returning to prevwusly 
Viewed . 
sections of the manual. 9 
The user determines the success or failure of the search. If the user fails to find 
the desired . . 
Information, the search is terminated. Sometimes multiple subgoals are 
required t 
0 
solve a given problem. Similar to AND/OR trees (Nilsson, 1980), each 
SUbgoa1 m . . 
ay requue searchlng one or more subpaths m the database. ------9 All of the · . 
previous sections in the current search path are held m a stack. 
A. PrOdn t · 
c ion sys tem a 
PProach 
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People have various strategies (heuristics) for searching. The search process 
may not be optimal or result in reaching the goal due to the pruning of subgraphs the 
User perceives to be unpromising. The problem of pruning subgraphs is related to the 
difficulty of indexing material for document databases (Blair, & Maron, 1984; 
Furnas, Landauer, Gomez, & Dumais, 1983; Landauer, Dumais, Gomez, & Furnas, 
1982
; Thomas, & Carroll, 198 J ). When the database systems are used by people 
Wi
th 
different backgrounds, synonymy and polysemy make indexing of information 
difficult. 
s.2 Rules 
Simple rules are links tying the documents into a network. Complex rules 
include link. · h · In h n1· s wnh semantics or information used for grap prunmg. t e o me 
maintenance manual systems used in the present research, two different styles of 
rules Were developed. The first system uses simple rules for linking documents 
~~ Th h er. e second system uses the rules to link the documents toget er as well 
as antecedents for graph pruning (Nau, 1983). The information in the decision 
databa · 
se is used by the antecedent rules in the pruning process. 
5·3 Database 
Databases are the stored documents that are usually divided into subsections. 
Bach of these subsections is linked into a digraph. Most systems use static databases. 
liowever, techniques exist to dynamically generate new nodes in the graph on 
demand as was previously described in section 4.2.3 on database node reduction. 
A Prod · 




Each of the three parts of the production system described can be interchanged 
With a · 
n equivalent component. Different users can use the same system and 
Programs . 




ituting the rules modifies the underlying graph structure of the database 
as Well as the · b · I 
Prunmg ehavior, and can be used for developing a ternale 
Presentati f . 
ons or d1ff erent audiences. The database can be substituted without 
replacing th 1 
e ru es as was done to develop two sets of structurally identical problems 
for the sec d . 
on expenment of the present research. The ability to substitute any of 
tbe 
thr
ee Pans of the system provides flexibility and extensibility. 
s.s 
An expert system 
The datab · ·f· f' ld Th ases and rules are designed by experts m a spec1 1c 1e . ese two 
com 
Ponents form the basis of an expert system (Nau, 1983 ), albeit a simple one. 
lne Unique a h . . 1 
spect of the expert system described here is that t e user 1s an mtegra 
Part Who d' 
irects the search process as well as provides inputs. At each node in the 
document d b 1 • 
ata ase, the control structure selects the antecedent rules and va ues m 
the dee· . 
ision database to perform pruning of the search space. 
S.6 
l'ext processing technique 
For simplicity, it may be desirable to merge the rules and the database into a 
single fi1 . 
e. Usmg text processing languages that model document structure, such as 
G~ (IBM, 1980) and Scribe (Reid, 1980), the rules can be be written as text 
J\ Proctuctio 
n system approach 
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Processing commands embedded in the text of lhe database . Text processors can be 
Used for Printing the database as a document, or the file can be processed hy ano ther 
transducer to produce the database and rules as previously described. The use of tex t 
Processing languages has the advantage of creating documents with existing tools, 
a
nd 
allowing existing documents to be easily transformed into the database and rules 
format. 
s., 
The relationship to pruning 
The Production system controls the type of pruning taking place by making text 
s
ubstitutio Th · · h f' · t t ns . ere JS two types of pruning taking place -- t e 1rst JS to prune ex 
to be show th l · · In non e screen, and the second is to prune menu se ect10n items. 
Figure 9 th . . 
, e text JS preceded by text processmg tags. These tags identify the 
functio h · 
n t at determines whether or not the text or menu item is to be pruned. If the 
function r t . . . 
e urns rul, then the characrers followmg the tag 1s pruned. Otherwise, the 
text is f 
ormatted and displayed on the screen. If the text being formatted is a menu 
item th h . . 
' en t e text processing tags indicate that it is selectable and optionally defmes 
an ide t'f' . 
n 
1 
ier and a value . When the user selects a menu item, the producllon system 
assigns the value to the identifier. These identifiers are used by the functions defined 
in 
th
e tags to determin~ whether or not pruning is to be performed. 
,\ PrOc!u . 
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:tag-text 
.:rule ( == 'draft' version ) 
-text This is text to be included 1n the draft. :end - tag 
:menu - item 
:ruJe (=='left' 
-text One handed) 
:esedt identifier==quantity value=l · n -tag 
Figure 9. 
A. Pl'oclu . 
Text processing tags for pruning: In the first example, the text 
following the 'text' tag is included if the rule (the lisp function) 
returns a non-nil response. In the second example, the rule and text 
are similar to the first example, but the identifier in the database 







St:yles of manuals for maintenance 
listed ht:1 . 
ow Is a description of typical manual styles: 
• 
General Information: The general information manual is similar to a textbook. 
The objective of this manual is to give an overview of the system. It gives the 
reader an d . . Th ·nr . . un erstandmg of how each subsystem functions. e 1 ormallon 1s 
presented in chapter and section format. Each chapter describes major 
subsystems. The manual may not necessarily be a logic description, nor give 
intimate d t ·1 f . d e ai s o the subsystems' operations. This manual is not intende to 
de 'b 
sen e Particular repair or modifications. Its purpose is to give an overall 
Perspecr f h Ive o ow the system works . 
lniperath·e: The imperative style manual is almost the opposite of the general 
inform t' l . 
a ion manual. It provides a detailed step by step approach for so vmg 
Problems A · d ·1 d d' · f · n example of this style of manual IS the etai e JTecuons or 
installi Th 
ng a new expansion card into an IBM Personal Computer. e 
111st
ructions begin with how to tum off the computer and to remove its cover. 
It Proc d 
ee s, step by step, until the task is completed. 
The imperative style manual is well suited for novices as well as the 
infrequ · · · d · em user. Little background knowledge or special skills are reqmre smce 
each p . 
rocedure IS clearly outlined. 
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6.2 
• Narrative w·th r . . · 1 re crcnccs: This manual provides a general, or macroscopic 
overview of · l 
pan1cu ar procedures, and gives references to the specific details. 
The ob · · . . . 
Jective IS to give an overview of what needs to be done m order to reach 
the desired 1 M 
goa · any of the microscopic details necessary to reach the goal are 
suppressed. The appendix or other chapters that deal specifically with detailed 
Operations are located elsewhere in the manual. 
There are two reason to design maintenance manuals in the Narrative style 
w· h 
It references. The first is to economize on space, and the second is to avoid 
repeating d ils 
eta the experts already know. In the Imperative style, the specific 
details of h 
eac step in the process are presented. If the microscopic instructions 
are repeat d . th 
e m e manual, redundancy is introduced into the document or 
Onlj 
ne database. From the document maintainer's point of view, this 
redund · . . · . . 
ancy Is undesJTabJe since it makes updatmg more difficult, and leads to 
lllconsistency. From the experienced user's point of view, repetition is annoying 
and frustrating. 
Current online manuals 
Current n1i · 0 ne manuals can be substantially improved. Most manuals use static 
datab 
ases Wh G 1 ose content is displayed on demand. These manuals are usually enera 
lnronnar 
ion manuals or Narrative with references (e.g., UNIX man command, 
\71.ticMs R 1 nli 1 · 
e P command). A common organizing technique for o ne manua s 1s 
to SUbdhide h 
t e manual and allow access via keywords. The user must know what 
keywords to 
Use to access the database. The information presented to the user is 
29 
Usually not based upon the user's current context. Since the manual contents is 
static th d . . . 
' e rea er must mfer from the descriptions presented what 1s 1mporlant, and 
how to l . 
app Y the mformation. The contents of the manual is usually syntactic and 
semantic d · · · · · d 
escnpt1ons wnhout showing examples of how the mformat1on presente 
15 to be d . . 
use · The static nature of most online documentation systems does not 
readily a · · 
ssist Ill solving the user's problem. They merely present what is possible, 
but not wh 
at to do to reach a specific goal. 
JO 
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7. O The maintenance environment 
7 .1 Modes of search 
In ge ne ral, there there are two basic mode s in which a person searches for 
information . 
• Unguided search: The most common type of search in online information 
re trieval systems is the unguided search. The user begins with the desired goal 
of locating a specific set of information. In the process of attaining this goal, the 
user must develop a plan, or a course of actions. The writer or designer of the 
material being searched does not provide guidance to the reader, or necessarily 
provide detailed steps on how to solve a specific problem. The user develops 
strategies for reaching the goal, and at the same time develops a cognitive map 
of the internal schema of the online database. Frequently, the two processes are 
not ide ntical. The discrepancies, including synonymy and polysemy, lead to 
problems and frustration when using online systems, and has been a problem for 
indexing of current information databases (Raymond, 1984 ) . 
A primary method of navigating through large databases is through 
keywords and indexing, where the discrepancies between the individual's 
expectations and the system's actual indexed items create problems (Blair, & 
Maron, 1985; Furnas, Landauer, Gomez, & Dumais, 1983; Landauer, Dumais, 
Gomez, & Furnas, 1982; Thomas, & Carroll, 1981 ). Even the same person may 
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u se diffe rent indexing schemes if given the same material at diff erem times 
(Blair, & Maron, 1985). No obvious and simple solutions exist for this prohlem. 
• Guided search: The search is oriented from almost the opposite point of view of 
th e unguided search. Once the user's goals are identified and the proper starting 
point is located, the database system directs the navigation. As in the Imperative 
and Narrative styles of manual design, the directions are provided in a 
step-by-step procedure. The user bas information (e.g., model or serial number 
of a machine) to determine the correct path to follow. The navigation is 
user-assisted in the sense that the user chooses among the alternative paths 
presented at decision nodes in the database network. The user's search strategy 
is motivated by a directed subgoal search process. Assuming the user enters the 
correct information, the database will direct the user through the database 
towards each subgoal. 
An example of such a process is illustrated by the IBM Personal Computer 
expansion card installation instructions. The user is given the starting point in 
the database because the booklet is included with each of the expansion cards 
sold for the computer. The user starts at the first page, and proceeds 
step-by-step until the installation process is complete. At each step in the 
process, the manual directs the user to the next pertinent section. The manual 
provides immediate feedback to the user as to whether or not the installation is 
proceeding correctly through diagrams or diagnostic tests that may specify any 
necessary remedial actions. 
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2 Problem sohing 7. 
The problem solving in the maintenance environment is constrained. The 
complexity and sophis tication of mechanical and electrical devices is considerable. 
OnlY a limited number of personnel are usually available to service all of machines 
such as mainframe or mini computers. If each mechanical or electrical device in these 
machines had to be repaired rather than replaced with a new or similar unit, the cost 
would be staggering in terms of manpower. In addition, an insufficient number of 
techrucians would be available to perform the repairs. In some companies, a person 
may be required to service and repair several different types of complex equipment. 
For these reasons, many companies have chosen to design their equipment so 
that they are composed of "black boxes." The technician is required to perform 
diagnostics to determine which of several "black boxes" has failed, and replace that 
component. The replacement of a modular component reduces the amount of time 
to train service personnel, and also reduces the amount of time to perform a 
particular maintenance task. 
·n1c maintenance en,ironment 
8.0 The user interface 
. experiments involving 
A very simple user interface was needed for conduct mg 
. . . . . ·ze the time to learn to 
online manuals. An ob1ect1ve of this mterf ace was to mimmi 
. . • • 
0 
the number of errors 
use the system and find the information of interest. Mimnuzin.::, 
h 
. . n1· manual was desired. Time 
t e user committed while searching through the o me 
. . . . d d th time limitations for 
devoted to learning the system was also m1mnuze ue to e 
conducting experiments. These criteria led to the adoption of an interface similar to 
TIES (Ewing, et al., 1985; Shneiderman, & Ostroff, 1984 ). 
8.1 Screen layout 
In the OnLine Maintenance Manual (OLMM), two adjacent display screens 
were used to simultaneously display text and graphics. 
One display screen was divided into three regions (see Figure 10). Each region 
was visually separated by thin double lines. The top region provided orientation 
guides, listing the current section title of the manual and the page number. The 
bottom region contained an explicit menu of navigation commands. If a section of 
the manual had two or more pages of text, then commands at the bottom of the 
screen allowed page turning. These commands included "Next Page," "Previous 
Page," "Previous Section," and "First Page." The "Previous Section" command 
allowed the user to return to the previously viewed section of the manual. When the 
first page of a manual was displayed, the "Previous Page" menu item was not 
available. Pressing the "Page Number" function key erased the information at the 
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Figure 10. OnLine Maintenance Manual screen and key layout : The screen 
is divided into three regions. The top is for status information (e .g., 
title and page numbers), the central region for text, and the bottom 
for page turning commands. The function keys are shown on the 
right. 
bottom of the screen and displayed the question: "Page number?" Once the user 
entered and selected the page number, the bottom line returned to its former state. 
The central portion of the screen displayed up to ten lines of textual material. 
Using double spacing alleviated difficulty with reading densely packed material on a 
small screen (Kolers, Duchnicky, & Ferguson, 1981). A 70 character text body was 
chosen, rather than the full 80 character width of the display, to allow space for left 
and right margins. 
The cursor was an inverse video region on the screen. The cursor could point 
only to the menu items. These include the embedded items in the text and the 
navigation commands at the bottom of the screen. 
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The second display, an IBM Personal Computer Color Display, pre sented 
graphics . The graphics were limited to line drawings, filled rectangular regions, and 
textual captions or legends. The graphics were in high resolution mode . 
8.2 Input syntax 
The input syntax was restricted to five function keys. The design of the user 
interface deliberately limited the choice of actions to maintain the simplicity of the 
user interface. 
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Number," and "End." Each of these commands was a single key stroke, using either 
the function keys on the left side (first experiment), or the numeric keypad on the 
right side of the keyboard (second experiment). The function keys were overlaid 
with appropriate labels (e.g., "Move Bar"). 
8.3 System semantics 
OLMM presented the user with a simple strategy for accessing information. 
The user viewed the database as an acyclic tree. In practice, however, the database 
may be a cyclic network of nodes. 
Each time the user made an embedded menu selection, a new section of the 
mariual was retrieved from the database. To make a selection, the user positioned 
the cursor on an underlined phrase, that became highlighted in inverse video, and 
pressed the select key. The new information appeared on the screen. The selection 
process was both repeatable and reversible. 
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Each manual section was either an interior node or leaf of the tree. If the node 
Was an interior n ode, then it contained additional embedded menu items. Leaf nodes 
of the tree did not contain embedded menu items. 
Once an embedded menu selection was made, the current location in the 
database was pushed onto a stack. At each node in the tree (except at the root), the 
User could request that the system move one level back toward the root by selecting 
' 'Previous Section". To locate the previous section, the system popped the top of the 
stack and retrieved the database entry corresponding to the top of the stack. 
U there had been more than ten lines of text to be displayed in a section, the 
commands for page turning were shown on the bottom of the screen. The user could 
Point to any of the page turning commands with the cursor and select the correct one. 
Each node, or section of a manual, had an associated graphic description. 
Whenever a section of a manual was retrieved from the database , the associated 
graphic description was also retrieved and the figure was shown on the second 
display . The need for a second display screen for the graphics was due to both space 
limitations of the first display and hardware capabilities. 
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9.0 Introduction to the experiments 
Two experiments investigated peoples' performance (time to perform a specific 
task) while using different styles of manuals. The subjects were placed in a situation 
similar to a maintenance environment where they were required to use a manual to 
solve hardware maintenance problems. The subjects were required to locate 
information and perform actions according to the directions in the manuals. 
The manuals provided a directed search strategy. Once the subjects located the 
appropriate starting location, the manuals explicitly instructed them as to what 
needed to be done to solve the problems. Each of the experiments used a different 
style of manual - Narrative style for the first experiment, and Imperative style for 
the second experiment. 
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10.0 Experiment 1: Mode and Structure of Presentation 
10.1 Overview 
Manuals written in the Narrative style have two primary characteristics. The 
first is that they refer the reader to other sections of the manual. References are 
given as page numbers, section numbers, or topic titles . When the reference uses a 
page number, the search is straightforward - just tum to the correct page. However, 
not all page numbers follow a sequential scheme. Some books use a chapter-page 
number format, such as 5-145 to refer to page 145 of chapter 5. This form of page 
numbering increases the search time since both the chapter and the page numbers 
must be located. 
Searching for a section number is analogous to locating a word in a dictionary. 
The reference words located at the top of the page in a dictionary serve as an index. 
Searching for a section by topic title is more complex. Either the table of contents 
or the index must be consulted to determine the page number, and then the reader 
must turn to the correct page. 
In general, each of these search operations can be tedious and time consuming. 
Online systems using these reference techniques can require more time than paper 
manuals to locate the correct section because of complex input syntax, slow speeds 
of the computer output devices, or poor indexing and access strategies. 
The other primary characteristic of Narrative manuals is that the reader must 
keep track of the locations in the text where reading of the narrative was suspended 
in order to read a reference . With paper manuals, the reader may insert place marks, 
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such as hands or fingers, into the manual. However, online place holders are not 
generally available. When using online manuals, the reader must remember the 
location where reading was suspended in order to resume at the proper location. If 
a multiple reference chain leads the reader from one topic to another, the page 
numbers and the correct sequence that returns the reader to the original topic may 
be forgot ten. As Borenstein ( 1985) has noted, many online help systems lose or 
destroy the current context. Thus, the user is burdened with remembering and 
restoring the previous context. 
10.2 Hypotheses 
The first experiment attempted to answer the following questions: 
1. Which mode of presentation ( online or paper) is faster for retrieving 
information, and by how much? 
Overall, the subjects using paper manuals, both linear and tree, were 
expected to read and solve problems faster than the subjects using the online 
versions. These expectations were based on the poorer performance of people 
reading from VDT screens than from paper (Mills, & Weldon, 1984; Wright, & 
Lickorish, 1983; Gould, & Grischkowsky, 1984; Hansen, Doring, & Whitlock, 
1978), and the greater familiarity the subjects have with using paper manuals. 
The linear presentation was hypothesized to be faster than the tree version 
for the paper manuals. The linear presentation was similar to the standnrd 
method of organizing information on paper, thus it was more familiar to the 
readers. 
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In the computer versions, the numbers of pages viewed by the subjec ts for 
each trial were recorded . The hypothesis was that subjects with the tree version 
would view fewer pages than the linear version. That is, for the tree version, 
only the pages necessary to perform the experimental task needed to be viewed. 
In contrast, when using the linear version, the readers were expected to turn the 
pages sequentially to find the correct location in the manual. 
2. Does the presentation structure (linear vs. tree ) affect the search time? Is there 
an interaction between the presentation structure and the mode of presentation? 
For the computer versions, the subjects using the tree structured manual 
were expected to be faster than those using the linear version. The tree structure 
contained mechanisms to automatically locate the correct information. Also, the 
implementation of the tree structured manual returned the reader to the correct 
page after a ref ere nee had been viewed. However, in the linear presentation, the 
reader had to remember page numbers in order to return to the correct narrative 
pages. Forgetting the page number from which they had come was expected to 
result in impaired performance for the subjects in the linear presentation. 
3 . Will the mode or structure of the presentation affect the number of errors made? 
Fewer errors were expected in the most familiar situation (paper-linear) 
as compared to the other situations that were less familiar. 
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10.3 Method 
10.3.1 Experimental design 
The experiment was a 2 x 2 x 12 design with mode of presentation (paper vs. 
compute r) , structure of presentation (linear vs . tree), and trials ( 1-12) as factors. 
B o th mode and structure of information were between-subject factors, and trinls was 
a within-subject factor. The four experimental conditions were labeled 
computer-tree, computer-linear, paper-tree, and paper-linear (see Figure 11 ). 
The dependent measures were the time to solve the problems and the number 
of errors made across the trials. In the computer conditions, the number of pages 
viewed per trial was an additional dependent measure. A questionnaire completed 
by each subject at the conclusion of the experiment provided additional 
between-subject statistical measures. 
10.3.2 Subjects 
Fifty-six undergraduate students recruited from the University of Maryland 
student body participated in the first experiment. Data from forty subjects was used 
in the analysis. The remaining sixteen subjects were not included because they were 
either part of the pilot testing (four students) or did not complete the twelve trials. 
The subjects not included were evenly distributed among the experimental 
conditions. Each subject was paid $5 for participating in the experiment. 
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Figure 11. Experiment 1 - Design: The four experimental conditions, mode 
of presentation by structure of presentation. 
10.3.3 Materials 
10.3.3.1 Manuals 
A simulated electronic intercom maintenance manual was written for the 
experiment. Four versions were developed, one for each of the experimental 
conditions. Each version contained the same text and graphics (diagrams); however, 
the organization and the number of pages in each version differed. A page in the 
computer versions was considered to be a single display screen of text with an 
accompanying screen of figures. 
The pages in the computer-tree manual were organized hierarchically, giving the 
appearance of being a tree. Access to information in the manual was through 
embedded menus. The user interface provided a subset of the functions and features 
previously described. 10 The three function keys provided, "Move Bar, 11 "Select," and 
JO A detailed description of the features used is in chapter 8 (The use r interface ). 
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"First Page," were located on the left-hand side of the keyboard (see Figure 12). 
The reader could move the cursor to an underlined phrase and then select it in order 
to display a detai led section on that topic . 
Prel'ious Section was a selectable menu item that appeared on every page except 
for the first page. This menu item allowed the user to turn back to the previously 
viewed section of the manual. The Previous Section function was analogous to 
backward page turning. 
Although there were only 30 unique pages in the manual, the hypertext 
organization gave the reader the impression that there were 52 pages. The readers 
were able to select some sections from more than one place in the manual. For 
example , the "Power Up" section could be reached from three different places in the 
manual even though the article existed only once in the database. The pages were 
not numbered in this version since the manual was logically organized as a lattice. 
The pages in the computer-linear manual were organized in a sequential, or 
book, format . Access to the pages of the manual was through page-turning 
commands, similar to many current online manuals. 
The user interface for this manual was a subset of the functions and features 
previously described. 11 The three function keys used were "Move Bar," "Select," 
and "Page Number." Pressing the "Page Number" key allowed the user to enter the 
number of any page in the manual. By pressing the select key, the page was retrieved 
and displayed. The page-turning commands Prel'ious Page, Next Page, and First Page 
could be pointed to with the highlighted cursor; the cursor could not move to the 
11 A de tailed description can be found in chapter 8 (The user interface ). 
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Figure 12. Experiment 1 - Computer-tree screen and function keys 
underlined phrases in the text. The underlined phrases were followed by a page 
number (a reference), in parentheses, indicating where the corresponding 
information was located (see Figure 13). The page numbers always referred to 
pages later in the manual (forward references). Page numbering was shown in the 
upper right-hand corner of the screen. 
The pages were organized as though an in-order traversal of the tree version 
had been performed. The in-order traversal yielded 52 pages (30 unique, 22 
duplicates) for the computer-linear version. 
The paper-linear manual was a paper version of the computer-linear manual. 
The contents of the text and graphics had been replicated on paper in the same 
format as they appeared in the computer screens. The bottom section containing 
computer-specific commands was omitted in the paper-linear manual. 
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Figure 13. Experiment 1 - Computer-linear screen and function keys 
The paper-tree manual was similar to the paper-linear version except that all 
duplicate pages were removed. That is, there were 30 pages in this manual. All 
introductory pages of sections were at the beginning of the manual and all detailed 
information sections referred to were at the back of the manual. The page numbers 
that followed the underlined phrases were adjusted correspondingly. 
In the paper conditions, the pages were placed in a binder with the graphics 
displayed on the page facing the text page. The difference between the two paper 
versions was in the numbering and organization of the pages, which reflected their 
different structures. 
10.3.3.2 Questionnaire 
A questionnaire regarding the experiment was completed by the subjects after 
they completed the experimental tasks (see Appendix A). The first nine questions 
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were a subjective evaluation of the experiment, and the last ques tion asked how the 
manual could be improved. 
l 0.3.3.3 Problem sets 
The experimental problems were to use the manuals to determine the correct 
settings for two sets of eight dip switches. The dip switches were soldered to a 
prototyping card along with IC chips and resistors to appear realistic. The manuals 
referred to this card as the "controller card." The twelve problems had different 
combinations of on and off switch settings to be set according to three parameters: 
I. The serial number on the card. 
2. The number of "cards in the system unit." 
3. The number of "extensions in the system unit." 
The serial number was one of two numbers printed on labels attached to the 
prototyping card. The serial number was different for each of the trials. The other 
two parameters were given to the subjects on an index card at the beginning of each 
trial. 
10.3.4 Equipment 
Subjects who were tested on the computer manuals used an IBM PC/XT 
microcomputer with two adjacent display screens. An IBM Personal Computer 
(monochrome) Display1 2 was on the right, and an IBM Personal Computer Color 
Display was on the left. Text was displayed on the monochrome display, and 
12 Green phosphor on a gray-black background. 
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graphics were displayed in a single color (yellow-gold) against a black background 
on the color display. 
All subjects were given a stylus that could be used to set the dip switches. 
10.3.5 Procedure 
10.3.5.1 Practice 
Initially, the subjects were given a practice problem to familiarize them with the 
experimental task and the type of manual they would be using. Four short manuals 
were developed for the practice problem, corresponding to the four experimental 
conditions. Each manual included general instructions on manual usage, as well as 
information needed to complete the practice problem. The practice problem 
consisted of following manual instructions for setting eight dip switches that were 
soldered to a prototyping card. 
10.3.5.2 Experimental procedure 
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental 
conditions. Specific instructions were read to the subject at the beginning of each 
session. Each subject was informed of the task to be performed through the use of 
a practice trial. The subjects in the computer conditions were told the functions of 
the keys they could use to traverse the online manual. The subjects in the paper 
conditions and the computer-linear condition were told how the page numbers after 
the underlined words in the text could be used to locate information in the manual. 
Once the subjects had completed a practice problem they were given additional 
instructions describing the experimental task. They were told to set the sixteen 
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switches on the controller card based on information in the manual, on the controller 
card, and on the index card. For each trial, the subject was given a controller card 
that had a different randomly generated serial number on it, an index card containing 
information on the "number of cards in the system unit," and the "number of 
extensions in the system unit." Each subject received the same randomized set of 
twelve problems in the same order. 
The subjects were informed that the time for each trial was being recorded. 
The subjects in both computer and paper conditions were timed using the computer's 
internal clock. The subjects in the computer conditions were timed from the start 
of the trial until they pressed the "End" key to indicate they were finished. The 
subjects in the paper conditions were timed by the experimenter by pressing the 
appropriate keys on the computer. Timing began the moment the subjects indicated 
they were ready, and ended when they said they were finished. The subjects' 
identification number, trial (problem) number, and time for each trial was recorded 
on the computer. The subjects' responses (the switch settings) were recorded by the 
experimenter. The subjects were not given feedback about their performance during 
the experiment. 
After the subjects finished the twelve trials, they completed the subjective 
evaluation questionnaire. 
10.4 Results 
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Figure 14. Experiment 1 - Mean total times: The mean total time in 
seconds; mode by structure by trial, for mode and structure . 
The mean total time in seconds per trial for each of the experimental conditions 
is shown in Figure 14. 13 A 2 x 2 x 12 analysis of variance was performed on the 
reciprocals of the total time per subject per trial, with mode, structure, and trials as 
factors. 14 A significant effect of mode (paper vs. computer) was found 
(F(l,36)=10.42, p<.01). The mean time in seconds was 116.8 for setting switches 
for the paper conditions, and 137.4 for the computer conditions. Hence, the subjects 
13 In two instances in the paper conditions, the times for a trial were lost because of administrati\'e 
errors . The data for the two lost trials were replaced with the mean time of the remaining nine 
subjects on these two trials. 
14 Using reciprocals is a standard transformation used to get rid of interactions between means and 
standard deviations for response time data . 
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in the paper conditions were faster than the subjects in the computer conditions. 
There were no significant interactions with the structure (linear vs. tree). 
There was little difference in performance between the linear and tree 
structure s (see Figure 14) . The mean time in seconds to set the switches across all 
trials \Vas 129 .1 in the linear conditions, and 125.2 in the tree conditions. A 2 x 12 
analysis of variance between the linear and tree conditions, by trial, did not yield a 
significant difference across trials. 
There was a significant main effect of trials (F(11,396)=74.60, p<.001) (see 
Figure 15). The subjects were generally becoming faster at solving the problems 
across each successive trial, regardless of the mode or structure. 
In the computer conditions, the number of pages viewed was recorded (see 
Figure 16). A 2 x 12 analysis of variance with structure_ and trials as factors 
indicated a significant difference between linear and tree structures (F(l,18)=4.91, 
p<.04). The overall mean number of total pages viewed was 12.3 in the linear 
condition, and 18.3 in the tree condition. There was also a significant main effect 
of trials (F(l l,198)=36.21,p<.001), indicating that the subjects were viewing 
fewer pages across each successive trial. The interaction between structure and trials 
was not significant. 
For each subject, the total number of errors in switch setting combinations was 
calculated. A switch combination ,vas defined as a group of switches that could be 
set from one of the graphic displays of the manual. For each trial, there were four 
such combinations with the number of switches per combination ranging from 1 to 
8 switches. Thus, the total number of switch setting errors possible per subject 













Experiment 1 - Mean total times graph: 
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The mean total time in 
ranged from Oto 48. A 2 x 2 analysis of variance was performed on these data, with 
mode of presentation and structure of information as factors (see Figure 17). No 
significant differences were found in the number of errors among the experimental 
conditions. 
The subjective evaluations provided an indication of preference for the 
computer manuals over the paper manuals. One question was eliminated because the 
scale indicating preference, relative to the other questions, was erroneously reversed. 
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Figure 16. Experiment 1 - Mean number of pages viewed: The mean 
number of pages viewed in the tree and linear structures for the 
computer manuals. 
Results from the remaining eight questions indicating preference were summed, and 
a 2 x 2 analysis of variance with mode and structure as factors indicated a significant 
difference between paper and computer conditions (F(l,36)=5.08, p<.03) (see 
Figure 18) . 
Significant differences were found for two of the questions in a subsequent 
analysis of the subjective evaluations. Question three (good - bad manual) showed 
a significant difference between the computer and paper conditions (F(l,36)=4.94, 
p<.033). The mean was 2.3 for the computer condition, and 3.2 for the paper 
condition on a scale of 1 to 7. Thls indicated a preference for the computer manuals 
over the paper manuals regardless of the structure. Question seven (well organized 
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Figure 17. Experiment 1 - M ean number of errors: The mean number of 
errors by condition. Errors for each subject were summed across 
all trials. 
- poorly organized) also showed a significant difference between computer and paper 
(F(l ,36) =9.69, p<.004 ), and a significant interaction between mode and structure 
(F(l ,36) =4.16, p<.05). The computer manuals were rated as better organized than 
the paper manuals (2.1 versus 3.6). In the computer conditions, the tree structure 
manual was rated as better organized than the linear structure manual (2.0 versus 
2.2) , whereas in the paper conditions the tree structured manual was rated worse 
than the linear structured manual ( 4.4 versus 2.7 ). 
10.5 Discussion 
There was a significant difference in time taken to solve the problems between 
the computer and paper conditions. Based upon a mean of 116.8 seconds for the 
paper conditions and 137.4 seconds for the computer conditions, paper was faster 
by 1 S ~o. This result confirms other studies that indicated reading from paper is 
faster than from a VDT (Wright, & Lickorish, 1983; Gould, & Grischkowsky, 1983 ; 
Hansen, Doring, & Whitlock, 1978). The subjects in the computer conditions were 
also burdened with learning traversal procedures and strategies to use the online 
manuals. The traversal process for the computer linear condition (entering page 
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Figure 18 . Experiment 1 - Questionnaire results 
numbers) and the computer tree (moving the touchtext cursor) may have slowed 
down the subjects. 
There was no indication that touchtext helped to reduce the search time. 
Subjects in the computer conditions performed more slowly than those who had the 
paper versions of the manual. Also, an analysis of the two computer conditions did 
not reveal a difference between the linear and tree versions -- the mean search times 
for both conditions were almost the same. However, the subjects in the 
computer-tree condition viewed 48.8% more pages than in the computer-linear 
condition. The tree structure of the manual may have slowed the progress of subjects 
in the computer-tree condition. In each trial, the subproblems -- setting the four 
groups of switches -- forced the subject to traverse down a predefined path through 
the manual. Once a subproblem was completed, the only way to begin the next 
subproblem was to retrace the path back to the starting point of the subproblem. 
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N o aids were provided to allow the subject to skip a section, or turn directly to a 
specific part of the manual. 
A traversal strategy was not forced upon the subjects in the computer-linear 
condition. The subjects learned the layout of the manuals very rapidly (see 
Figure 15 ) . As the subjects worked the successive problems, they began to skip 
directly to the pages of interest rather than following the underlying tree structure 
of the manual. It had not been anticipated that the subjects would memorize as much 
of the manual structure as they evidently did . Memorization could account for the 
significant difference between the number of pages read in the two conditions. It 
also perhaps explains why subjects in the computer-tree condition did not perform 
better than the computer-linear condition subjects. The computer-tree subjects may 
have memorized the layout of the manual, but no mechanisms were available to allow 
them to use that knowledge to skip directly to the most relevant sections of the 
manual (nodes of the database). 
There are several indications that the subjects may have been memorizing the 
contents and layout of the manuals. First, in all of the conditions and across all trials, 
the time to solve problems was steadily decreasing. Also, as measured in the 
computer conditions, the subjects were viewing fewer pages during successive trials . 
Memorization would explain both the decreasing time to solve problems and the 
declining number of pages viewed to solve the problems. 
Memorization is also suspected to have played a major role in the paper 
conditions, thus allowing those subjects to rapidly work each of the problems. 
Borenstein (1985) found similar behavior in his study of online help information. 
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Those people familiar with a particular structure and content of manuals (e.g., the 
UNIX man and key commands) were able to locate information and solve problems 
faster than people without the same knowledge. Further study is required to 
determine what role memorization and learning plays in the use of manuals. 
The subjective evaluations may provide some insight into peoples' expecta tions 
of computers . Although the manuals were the same in the computer and paper 
conditions, the subjects preferred the computer manuals. They felt that the 
computer manuals were better, on a scale of "good" to "bad," than the paper 
manuals. They also believed that computer manuals were better organized than the 
paper manuals. People may have lower expectations for online information than 
from printed material. When they are presented with the same material both online 
and in printed form, they rate the online version higher because their expectations 
are exceeded. 
Another possible explanation for the preference for the computer manuals is 
that in the paper conditions all of the manual pages were in front of the subjects so 
they could gel a better overall view of the organization of the manual as a whole. 
The organization may not have been very appealing, particularly in the paper-tree 
condition where page references required both forward and backward page turning 
in the manual . 
The physical presence of the paper manuals may have also permitted different 
search and learning strategies that were not possible with the computer manuals. In 
the computer conditions, the subjects may not have been able to get the same overall 
perspective on the organization of the manual because they could only see one page 
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of text and graphics at a time. 
. . n of the manuals. 
upon mem ory to understand the structure and orgamzatio 
rely more heavily 
This would have required them to 
The 
. . . b ·ects in the computer 
d1ff erences m search strategies may have depnved the su J 
. . - cture and organization 
condn1ons of the opportunity to learn as much about the 
st
ru 
. . d la out of the manual as 
of the manual. The level of knowledge of orgamzauon an Y 
well as access strategies may have inDuenced their opinions. 
1 b d e to knowledge of The interaction between mode and structure may a so e u 
the structure of the manual and the access strategies available. The computer-tree 
manual subjects felt the manual was better organized than the computer-linear 
manual subjects, while the opposite was true in the paper conditions. In fact, in 
th
e 
paper-tree condition the manual was rated much poorer, indicating that the subjects 
did not feel the organization and layout was as good as in the paper-linear condi Lion. 
In the paper- tree condition, the references (page number in parentheses) were to 
places both forward and backward from the current page. This organization required 
the reader in some situations to tum forward in the manual to locate information, and 
at other times to tum back to earlier sections of the manual. In the paper-linear 
manual, all of the references were to pages later in the manual. The subjects became 
aware of the direction in which they had to tum the pages to locate information. 
Perhaps in the paper- tree condition the subjects did not like to search for pages by 
turning in b o th directions. In the computer-tree condition, the subjects were no t 
n ecessarily aware of the structure of the manual because it was hidden from view ' 
but in the computer-linear condition they were aware of the structure because they 
use d page-turning commands. 
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Two common themes were found in the subjective evaluations. The most 
common criticism of the manual was that too many pages had to be read in order to 
solve the problems. The other criticism was that the subjects wanted to get to the 
" right" information more easily. These criticisms are closely related. In the 
N arrative s tyle, the reader is required to follow several references (e.g. , page 
numbers) to locate directions for setting the switches. The subjects most likely 
w ould pref er a manual resembling a Imperative style. The In1perative style takes the 
reader, in a minimum number of steps, directly to the information needed to solve 
the problems. The second experiment was designed to investigate manuals written 
in the Imperative style . 
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11.0 Experiment 2: Online Imperative style manuals 
11.1 Overview 
The Imperative style of writing manuals was chosen for examination in the 
second experiment. This style of manual has the following characteristics : 
• Information or directions are followed by one or more questions. 
• The answer to the question(s) decides where (e.g., the page number) the reader 
should resume reading in the manual. 
• The reader turns to the appropriate section of the manual. 
• The process is repeated. 
The most appropriate structure for organizing a manual based upon the above 
description is a tree. However, a tree becomes very bushy quickly. Many times 
procedures are identical, yet they lie on different paths in the tree. To save space, 
the manual writer consolidates these identical procedures into a single location in the 
manual. Once they are consolidated, the manual is no longer organized as a tree. 
The information about the original decision that created the separate paths through 
the tree is lost. If the lost information is needed later, the question must be asked 
again. 
When working with paper manuals the decision information is lost when the 
procedures are consolidated. lnf ormation need not be lost when the manual is stored 
in a computer. The online manual software can record the decision and retrieve the 
information at a later point in the search through the manual. 
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I 
This experiment compares two ways of designing online imperative style 
manuals The f" · d · · · f · · · irst manual, called unpruned, 1s a version where ec1s1on m ormat1on 
is lost wh 
en Procedures are consolidated (merged) into a single page. The second 
manual, called pruned, records the decisions. The information is used at several 
Points in th . 
e manual to automaticaIJy prune the paths, offering readers a substant1aJly 
more com 
pact and relevant presentation. 
11.2 Hypotheses 
The experiment attempted to answer the following questions: 
1. 
2. 
Which manual, pruned or unpruned, allows the subject to view fewer pages? 
Will either manual reduce the number of pages the subject rereads while solving 
the problems? 
3. 
Which of the two manuals allows the subject to solve problems faster, and by 
how much? 
4. 
When trying to solve a problem, which manual minimizes the number of errors? 
5. 
Do the subjects have a preference for either manual? 
6. Is one manual perceived to be easier to learn? Easier to use? 
7. Is it easier to avoid getting lost in one of the manuals? 
8. Do the subjects feel that one of the manuals is easier to read than the other? 
In the pruned version of the imperative style manual, fewer pages would be 
required to be viewed than would be necessary for the unpruned version of the same 
manual. The subject must view eleven pages in the pruned manuals to solve a 
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1 
In the unpruned manuals, the minimum number of pages to solve 
prob em. a 
bl n1 was sixteen pages. pro e 
The mean time per page in the pruned condition was expected to be less than 
in the unpruned condition. Questions in the unpruned manual were more complex 
]11
. the comparable pruned manuals -- decision information is lost and mu st be 
than · 
obtained from the user each time it is needed. Since the questions were Jess complex 
in the pruned conditions, less text was presented on the pages where questions were 
asked than in the unpruned conditions. 
The number of pages that would be reread was predicted to be higher in the 
runed condition because the subjects would be less confident of the decisions unp 
they made. The questions to be answered were more complex in the unpruned 
manual, so tbe subjects would turn back more frequently to verify their decisions. 
The number of errors was hypothesized to be higher in the unpruned condition. 
The complexity of the unpruned manual was expected to result in more errors being 
made at the decision points, leading to the selection of the wrong path through the 
manual. Following the incorrect path would result in incorrectly setting the switches. 
The subjective evaluation of the two manual styles was expected to be in favor 
of the pruned manuals. The relative simplicity of questions in the pruned manual, 
compared to the unpruned manual, was expected to be the major influence. Thus, 
it was predicted that the subjects would perceive the pruned manual to be easier to 
learn and use, easier to read, and less likely to cause the subjects to get lost while 
using it. 
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11.3 Method 
11.3.1 Experimental design 
The experiment was a 2 x 2 x 2 x 4 design with technique (pruned vs. 
unpruned), text (computer manual vs. airplane manual), order of presentation 
(pruned first vs. unpruned first), and trials (1-4) as factors . Order of presentation 
is a between subjects factor. The technique, text, and trials were all within-subjects 
factors. Subjects were given a total of eight problems, four using each technique 
(pruned and unpruned). The order of presentation, pruned condition first or 
unpruned condition first, was counterbalanced between subjects. 
There were four experimental conditions counterbalancing the order of 
technique and text presentation (see Figure 19). Two sets of text were written for 
both techniques, for a total off our texts. Subjects were randomly assigned to one 
of the four cells corresponding to the order in which the technique was presented and 
the order in which the texts were viewed. 
The dependent measures were the time to solve each of the problems in the 
eight trials, the number of pages viewed during each trial, and the total number of 
switch setting errors summed across trials by technique. A questionnaire completed 
by each subject after the experiment provided subjective measures comparing the 
two techniques. 
11.3. 2 Subjects 
Twenty-three undergraduate students recruited from the University of 
Maryland participated in the second experiment. Data from twenty subjects, 9 m::ile 








Figure 19. Experiment 2 - Design: The four experimental conditions were 
order of text presentation by sequence of technique. The four 
conditions were counterbalanced by order. 
and 11 female, were used in the analysis. The remaining three subjects were not 
included because they either did not comple te the eight trials, or follow the 
direc tions. Each of the subjects was either paid $5 for participation in the 
expenment, or received credit for a psychology course. 
11.3.3 Materials 
11 .3.3.1 Manuals 
The onJine manuals for this experiment had the same user interface for text 
p resen ta tion as the computer-tree manual in the first experiment. However, graphic 
information was not shown on the color display unit in this experiment. Based upon 
feedback and observation in a pilot study, the function keys for page turning (e .g., 
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Figure 20. Experiment 2 - Function keys 
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"M ove Bar" key, etc.) were moved to the right-hand side of the keyboard (see 
F igure 20). The relocated functions keys were easier for right-handed subjects to 
re ach because of the physical location of the keyboard, computer, and display units. 
T h e new location of the function keys was not found to be a problem for the one 
le ft -handed subject. 
The two manual texts were written, one for "computer installation," and one 
' ' aircraft flight control card installation." Both of these texts, computer and airplane, 
'e re written for both techniques. An attempt was made to keep the infomrntion 
content and wording as consistent as possible in all of the manuals. 
The computer and airplane manuals were written to be structurally identical. 
T he two computer manuals were written first. These were then duplicated, and the 
information for the airplane manuals was substituted to create the second set of 
tex ts. The same tenninology and phrasing was used in the manuals whenever 
p ossible . 
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11.3.3.2 Questionnaire 
A questionnaire regarding the experiment was completed by the subjects after 
they finished the experiment (see Appendix B). One question asked the subjects to 
ind icate a preference for one of the two manuals. The first two pages contained 
seven pairs of questions for comparing the two techniques. The third page of the 
questionnaire asked for written comments about the manuals and the experiment. 
11.3.3.3 Problem sets 
The experimental problems were to use the manuals to determine the correct 
settings for two sets of eight dip switches. The dip switches were soldered to a 
prototyping card along with IC chips and resistors to appear realistic. The computer 
manuals referred to this card as the "system board," while the airplane manuals 
ref erred to the card as the "controller card." The eight problems had different 
combinations of on and off switch settings based upon five parameters. In the 
computer manual, the paran1eters were: 
1. Serial number of the computer. 
2. :Memory size. 
3. Display type. 
4 . Number of floppy disk drives. 
5 . Number of fixed disk drives. 
For the airplane manual, the parameters were: 
1. Aircraft type. 
2. Number of fuel tanks. 
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3. Number of engines. 
4 . Number of automatic flight controls. 
5 . Number of feedback controls. 
An index card with information on the five parameters was given to the subject at 
th e beginning of each trial. 
Eight problems were randomly generated for the computer and airplane 
m anuals. The corresponding problems for each of the manuals were designed to 
require the subject to search either manual in the same sequence. The parameters 
supplied on the index card would require the subject to make the same menu 
se lec tions, regardless of the manual text (computer or airplane). This was possible 
since the two manuals were structurally identical. 
11.3.4 Equipment 
Subjects were tested on an IBM PC/XT microcomputer with an IBM Personal 
C omputer (monochrome) Display. 15 All subjects were given a stylus that could be 
use d to set the dip switches. 
11.3.5 Procedure 
11.3.5.1 Practice 
Before each half of the experiment, the subjects were given two practice 
problems similar to those in the experiment. The practice problems were to 
familiarize them with using the manual. Two short manuals were developed for the 
1s G ree n phosphor on a gray-black background . 
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practice problems, corresponding to the pruned and unpruned conditions. Each 
manual included general instructions on manual usage, as well as information needed 
to complete the practice problems. The practice problems consisted of following 
manual instructions to set eight dip switches soldered to a prototyping card. After 
each practice problem was completed, the subject was informed of any mistakes in 
setting the switches and the location in the manual where the mistake was made. 
11 .3.5.2 Experimental procedure 
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental 
conditions (text x order). Specific instructions were read to the subject at the 
beginning of each session. Each subject was familiarized with the task to be 
performed through the use of two practice trials. The subjects were informed of the 
functions of the keys they could use to traverse the online manual. 
Once the subjects completed the practice problems, they were given additional 
instructions describing the experimental task. They were told to set the sixteen 
switches on the prototyping card based upon information in the manual and on the 
index card containing the five parameters. Each subject received the same 
randomized set of eight problems in the same order. 
The subjects were requested to work as quickly and accurately as possible. The 
subjects were timed, using the computer's internal clock, from the start of the trial 
until they pressed the "End" key to indicate they were finished. The subjects' 
identification number, trial (problem) number, and time for each trial was recorded 
by the computer. The subjects' responses (the switch settings) were recorded by the 
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experimenter. The subjects were informed of errors -in setting the switches and the 
1ocation in the manual where the error was made after each trial. 
After the first four trials were completed, the subject was given practice trials 
v sing a manual with the technique and text not used in the first half of the 
e xpe riment. Thus, a subject who had lhe pruned-computer condition first would 
}1ave the unpruned-airplane condition second. The procedure for the last four trials 
was the same for as the first four. 
After the subjects completed the eight trials, they filled out the questionnaire. 
11.4 Results 
A 2 x 2 x 2 x 4 analysis of variance using technique, text, order, and trials as 
factors revealed a significant difference in the total time to solve the problems 
be tween the pruned and unpruned conditions (F(l,16)=178.31, p< .001) (see 
Figure 21 ) . The mean time across trials was 116.8 seconds in the pruned condition, 
and 239.4 seconds in the unpruned condition. Thus, the pruned condition required 
only 48 .8 °/o as much tin1e as the unpruned condition. A significant difference was 
found for trials, indicating that the subjects were getting faster as they worked 
successive trials (F(3,48) =74.18, p<.001 ). Also, significant differences were found 
in interactions for technique x order x text, trial x order, technique x trial, and 
technique x trial x order (see Figure 23). The differences due to both text and order 
are attributed to the unpruned-computer manual for subjects who had the pruned 
condition first. The unpruned-computer manual repeatedly asked the subjects for 
the numeric range of the "serial number" parameter. In contrast, the 
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Pruned First Unpruned First 
Trial Computer Airplane Computer Airplane 
Pruned 
Manuals 
1 167.6 241. 8 114. 2 125.2 
2 136 . 4 164.2 1 1 1 • 0 92.2 
3 90 . 2 102.0 80 . 6 65.4 
4 107.0 116. 0 ~ ~ mean 125.3 156.0 97 . 9 .0
Unpruned 
Manuals 
1 252.0 386.0 318.6 265.0 
2 212.4 316.8 272.0 214 . 8 
3 156.6 220.8 217.6 183.8 
4 185.4 225.2 190.2 163.8 
mean 201. 6 299.7 249.6 206.9 
mean by 163.5 227.9 173.8 147.4 
condition 
pruned mean = 116. 8 
unpruned mean = 239.4 
ANOVA 
F(3,48)= 74.18, p<.001 for trials 
F(3.48)= 4.62, p<.006 for trials x order 
F(l,16)= 5.49, p<.032 for order x text 
F( 1, 16)=178.31, p<.001 for technique 
F(l,16)= 7.45, p<.015 for technique x order x text 
F(3,48)= 3.89, p<.015 for technique x trial 
F(3,48)= 3.87, p<.015 for technique x trial x order 
Figure 21. Experiment 2 - Mean total time: Mean total time in seconds, by 
trial, for each technique. 
unpruned-airplane manual did not require determining numeric ranges for the 
corresponding parameter. More time was required in the unpruned-computer trials 
because of the need to determine the numeric range several times to solve a problem. 




















119. 7 291 . 8 
101 . 6 243.4 
73.0 200.7 
77.5 177.0 
Figure 22. Experiment 2 - Mean total time by technique: Mean total time in 
seconds; technique by trial by order of presentation. 
In general, the mean times in the unpruned-computer trials were all greater than for 
the unpruned-airplane trials, most likely for the same reason. No significant main 
effects were found for text or order alone. 
A 2 x 2 x 2 x 4 analysis of variance using technique, text, order, and trials as 
factors was performed on the number of pages viewed. A significant difference was 
found between techniques for the number of pages viewed (F(1, 16) = 189.64, 
p < .001) (see Figure 24). Fewer pages were viewed in the pruned condition. This 
predicted result is not surprising because the minimum number of pages to be read 
for solving a problem in the pruned condition was 11 pages, but 16 pages in the 
unpruned condition . In addition, an order effect was found between the pruned first 
and unpruned first condition (F(J,16)=4.80, p<.044) (see Figure 25). Those 
subjects who received a pruned manual first viewed more pages across all trials than 
those who received an unpruned manual first. This order effect is most likely due to 
the difficulty the subjects had with the numeric ranges in the unpruned-computer 
manual, as was previously described. 
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Figure 23. Experiment 2 - Mean total time graphs 
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Pruned First Unpruned First 
Tr ial Computer Airplane Computer Airplane 
Pruned 
Manuals 
1 14.4 17.6 9.7 10. 1 
2 11. 1 12.4 9.9 8.4 
3 7.5 9. 1 7.2 5.9 
4 8.7 10. 1 Ll 6 . 0 
mean 10.4 12.3 8.6 7.6 
Unpruned 
Manuals 
1 15.4 19 . 0 19.9 16.6 
2 12.6 16.5 16.3 13. 1 
3 9.8 10.9 13.0 10.5 
4 10.8 ~ l.L1. 10.0 
mean 12. 1 15.6 15.2 12. 5 
mean by 11.3 13.9 11.9 10 . 1 
condition 
pruned mean = 9.7 
unpruned mean = 13,9 
ANOVA 
F(l, 16)=159.59, p<.001 for technique 
F ( 1 , 16) = 25. 02, p<.001 for technique by order 
F(l,16)= 5.99, p<.026 for technique by order by text 
F(3,48)=106.29, p< . 001 for trials 
F(3,48)= 4.58, p<.007 for trials by order 
F(3,48)= 7.76, p<.001 for technique by trials by order 
Figure 26. Experiment 2 - Mean time per page: The mean time per page in 
seconds ; order by text by trial. 
the unpruned-computer manual first. No main effects were found for technique or 
trials. 
The questionnaire completed by all of the subjects indicated a preference for 
the pruned manuals. All but three of the subjects (85 % ) preferred the pruned 
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Figure 27. Experiment 2 - Mean Time Per Page Graphs 
manual. One of the subjects did not indicate a preference. The other two subjects 
who preferred the unpruned manual described it as more challenging than the 
unpruned manual. It gave them greater satisfaction since it required them to think 
about the menu choices. In the unpruned manuals, repetitive but simple question 
answering was found to be tedious, although the unpruned manuals were rnted 
significantly easier to use. 
A 2 x 2 x 2 x 7 analysis of variance using technique, text, order and questions 
as factors was performed on the remaining questions comparing the two manuals. 
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Pruned First Unpruned First 
Trial Computer Airplane Computer Airplane 
Pruned 
Manuals 
l 0.2 3.0 0.8 l. 2 
2 1. 6 3,0 0.2 0.0 
3 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 
4 Ll. 0.4 0.2 0.8 
mean 1.0 1.7 0.4 0.5 
Unpruned 
Manuals 
1 0.4 s.o 0.0 0.0 
2 1. 2 3,0 0.8 0.4 
3 0.0 3.6 0.8 2.0 
4 Ll. Ll 0.4 0.4 
mean 0.7 3,2 o.s 0.7 
mean by 0.9 2.4 0.4 0.6 
condition 
ANOVA 
F(l ,16)=4.54, p<.049 for order of presentation 
Figure 28. Experiment 2 - Mean pages viewed exceeding the minimum: The 
mean number of pages viewed exceeding the minimum required to 
complete a problem. 
A significant main effect for technique was found in five of the questions (see 
Figure 29). Subjects believed the pruned manuals were easier to learn, use, find 
information on the screen, and understand information on the screen. They also 
believed that they got lost less frequently in the pruned manual than in the unpruned 
manual. No significant results were found for the level of detail or organization of 
information questions. 
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TECHNIQUE 
QUESTION PRUNED UNPRUNED DF ERROR F p 
EASE OF LEARN I NG 9.95 8. 1 O 1 16 l+i-:-12 .001 
(HARD - EASY) 
EASE OF USE 9.85 7.60 16 31+ . 32 .001 
( HARD - EASY) 
GOT LOST 10 . 55 8.80 16 21.49 .001 
( FREQUENTLY -
INFREQUENTLY) 
FIND RIGHT INFO. 10.05 8.00 16 28.74 .001 
(HARD - EASY) 
UNDERSTAND INFO . 10.20 8.20 16 33.68 .001 
(HARD - EASY) 
Figure 29. Experiment 2 - Questionnaire results: Mean response across all 
subjects by question, on a scale of 1-11. 
After performing a 2 x 2 analysis of variance using technique and order as 
factors, no significant results were found for the number of errors in setting the 
switches. 
11.5 Discussion 
As expected, the subjects performed better with the pruned manuals than they 
did with the unpruned manuals . An interesting result is that with the pruned manuals 
they completed the problems twice as fast, both overall and by trial (see Figure 30). 
On average, the time spent viewing each page was also reduced by 30.2%, reflecting 
the reduction in time to make the correct menu selection. 
The interaction of technique with order in the total time to solve the problems 
indicated the difficulty the subjects had with determining numeric ranges to answer 
the questions. Another indication of the same problem is that the subjects needed 
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Technique 
Trial Pruned Unpruned i 
1 162.2 301. 4 53.8 
2 126.0 254.0 49.6 
3 84.6 194.7 43 . 5 
4 ~ 203.7 46.4 
mean l 16. 8 238.4 w.o 
Figure 30. Experiment 2 Percentage difference between 
techniques : Average time per problem by trial and technique , 
and the percentage of time to complete the pruned problems as 
compared to the unpruned problems (pruned/ unpruned * 100) . 
to view more pages exceeding the minimum needed to solve a problem than for any 
of the other manuals. In the computer manuals, the numeric ranges required the 
subject to use reasoning to make the menu selection, whereas the airplane manual 
only required simple pattern matching. During the experiment two subjects, one in 
the unpruned and one in the pruned conditions, asked about the numeric ranges 
because they were confused. 
Studies have shown that people have difficulty in translating natural logic into 
formal logic (Braine, 1978; Thomas, 1976). To make menu selections, the subjects 
had to determine the question being asked, and then translate it into formal logic. 
For the pruned manuals, the questions and their logic representations were simple. 
But the menus in the unpruned manuals required the subjects to translate complex 
English sentences into logic statements, and then make a correct menu selection. 
The difficulty of translating the questions into logic was mentioned by one of the 
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subjects after the experiment. Determining the question and its translation into logic 
took longer in the unpruned conditions. 
Complex questions can result in errors for several reasons. The natural logic 
to formal logic translation is difficult, and the the reader may misinterpret the 
intended meaning of the question. The other problem with complex questions is that 
the writer may incorrectly formulate the question. Care was taken when designing 
the questions for the experiment, in an effort to reduce the number of errors 
committed due to misinterpretation. Also, the subjects used the same manual for 
four trials and were told where in the manual they made mistakes after each trial. 
The design of the manual and the feedback on the errors committed contributed to 
the lack of a significant difference between techniques for the number of switch 
setting errors made. 
The subjects did pref er the pruned manuals over the unpruned manuals. A 
common theme in the written responses was that the unpruned manuals were 
"cluttered," or had too much information on a page. They also indicated that the 
pruned manuals had too little information on a page. Some people complained that 
there were too many pages in the pruned manual for the actual work performed 
(setting the switches). 
An interesting questionnaire result was that the subjects felt that they got lost 
more frequently in the unpruned manuals. Their impressions were supported by both 
the time to solve the problems, particularly in the unpruned-computer manual, and 
the number of pages viewed that exceeded the minimum. The pruned technique was 
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useful in minimizing their perception of getting lost and in improving their overnll 
performance. 
One common response about the experiment was that the subjects would h,1ve 
liked immediate feedback as to whether or not they had set the switches correctly. 
One person indicated that a picture of the correct switch settings would have helped. 
Experiment 2: Online Imperative style manuals 8 ] 
12.0 Conclusions 
12.1 Summary 
The experiments provide insight into the ways people search for information in 
documents, both on paper and online. The first experiment did confirm that people 
read ing from paper do perform tasks faster than when working from computer 
screens. People learned more of the structure and organization of the manuals than 
had been anticipated. Their knowledge of the structure helped them to rapidly access 
the relevant information to solve the problems. 
The tree structure used online may have been too restrictive a structure for 
information searching. Novel data structuring, such as graphs containing lattices, is 
a pronusing method of organizing the information. The lattice approach allows a 
linear traversal of the database for structured tasks. The access to the correct 
information is done though simple question answering, as was done in the second 
experiment. The dramatic performance improvement by taking advantage of the 
pruning technique demonstrates the potential of this approach. 
The use of the pruning technique is useful for simplifying the user interface. 
As in the unpruned condition, complex interactions between different input 
parameters may make menu selection decisions unnecessarily difficult. The complex 
decisions become an obstacle in the user's path. The simpler interface of the pruned 
technique is also perceived to be easier to use, learn, and understand than if the 
technique is not used. 
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An interesting result of the first experiment was that people rated the computer 
manuals as better than the paper manuals even though the content was identical. 
The preference may be due to people having different expectations of material 
printed on paper versus material presented on a computer screen. Computers may 
be perceived as difficult to use and understand. If the material presented is of 
acceptable quality, thus surprising the reader, then it will be rated higher. The 
interaction between structure and mode of presentation and the pref ere nee for 
computer manuals over the paper manuals may suggest that people have a different 
understanding of the organization and structure of the manuals. They may also have 
different preferences for access techniques depending upon the mode of 
presentation. Techniques that are satisfactory when using computers may not be as 
acceptable when working with printed material. Further research is needed to 
understand why these differences were found between the presentations on paper 
and computer. 
The types of aids needed when searching through databases requires further 
research. The results of the computer-tree condition indicated that alternative 
traversal strategies are probably required to allow people to directly access parts of 
the manual of interest. A table of contents or index is a likely candidate. An ability 
to return directly to an arbitrary section previously visited may save time when the 
traversal path is long. Orientation aids are needed to prevent people from getting lost 
in the manual. A simple approach would be to list all of the sections in the current 




12 .2 Future possibilities 
The use of a graph structure with lattices allows large databases to be crea ted 
in an incremental fashion. While the databases created for the present experiments 
were for maintenance manuals, the same techniques can be applied to online help 
and documentation for application programs and systems. Using a technique similar 
to ZOG , that acts as a front-end to application software, information from the 
application program can be used to provide the current state of the system. The 
relevant information is then retrieved from a documentation database. The pruning 
techniques can be used to retrieve and display only the information pertinent to the 
user's current state. The documentation is customized as it is retrieved and displayed 
to the user, thus tailored to the user's specific needs. The documentation guides the 
user through the application in a stepwise manner. This style of documentation and 
tutorial writing is known as the Minimalist Philosophy (Carroll, 1984 ). 
The database could easily be designed to provide multiple levels of 
documentation. The information for first-time users and experts is available in a 
single database. An input to the pruning process could indicate the level of expertise 
of the user for the specific application. Should the user need more detailed 
information on a topic, the details could be obtained by changing the degree of 
pruning of text, or the user can make a menu selection to search another section of 
the database. Also, with the use of heuristics, the level of expertise could be 
automatically modified as the user becomes more familiar with the system. With the 
use of the pruning techniques , the Minimalist Philosophy can be realized. 
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Appendix A: Questionnaire for experiment 1 
Dueatsonasr-e 
£,cp•r-i-nt1 F6D Opt,on• J SubJ•ctr -------






•aay to ua• 
-11 Dr"Qanized 
I oat Place 
Cin the -nu al> 

















"ery frequent 1 y 
one nu•b•r> 
.. !5 6 7 
.. !5 6 7 
.. !5 6 7 
.. !5 6 7 
.. !5 6 7 
.. !5 6 7 
.. !5 6 1 
.. !5 6 1 
.. !5 6 7 






not eaay to u•• 
poor-1 y or-ganiz•d 
dsd not lo•• plac• 
Un th• -nual> 
diHicult to f 1 nd 
nec•••ar-y info 
De YOU ua• coaputer databa•• ayate~• Ci.e., cc,111put•rized library catalog•, 
lnfo.-aatson ayaten,a auc:h •• th• -&cure•")? ___ _ 
2 3 
2 3 6 acre than 6 
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9ubJect, 
2 3 4 s 6 7 or -· 
How •any cou.-••• hav• you tak•n Sn data etructur•• or databa•• •y•t•~•? 
2 3 .. ~ • 7 or aor• 











Hoo. •any hour-a did you epend playing vSdeo or arcade•- la• t -•~7 
() 1/2 1 1 /2 2 2 112 3 3 1/2 
aor• than '4 
So 
Appen,•:~. 
~ B· Q . · ueS(jonnaire for experiment 2 
~are the t the~ 000 -thoae Nhich you have just uNd, t1rcl• 
proprlate choice, 
A.pPen,• · 
<l); ~ : 
Which -th the t od would you prefer if you had to u•• one 
000 -thoda frequently? 
Cl) The first -thod. C2> The second -thod, 
1:.,.. O,f learning, 
£.,.. 0{ uae, 
Waa It 






the cur•or (th• 
on th• seal•• 
careful IY read 
on th• r•tlnQ 
\I.,- y Hard 
2 3 " ~ 
l 2 3 " ~ 
2 3 " ~ 
2 3 " ~ 
er .. n t,ar> on th• 
lloutc, yo 
the Cura"' have liked 
or to aove In 
to have another key ""'ich ..ould all-
the ~p-ite direction? ye• no 
~'"• the •Yboard? k•ya located In a place 
no yea 
eaay to reach 
on 
Ii P\ot, Nh•re OM>uld you rather have th• key• located~ 
Ara YOU rt9ht haneled or left handed? left right 
Frequently 
6ot lost, f trst -thod 
2 3 " ~ 











\lery [ .,. s y 
7 e 'i 10 11 
7 e 'i 10 II 
7 e 9 10 II 
7 e 9 10 11 
Jnf reQu•nt J Y 
7 e 9 10 
11 




~lei H h tatlea of ave helped llhen 
the screen?the sactaona yo.. 
yea nc 
you oct l09t 
had already 
l4 a ll•t of th• 
been •hc,o,n -r• on 
...,at lcind 
_,ere YOu 
Would a table cf content• 
Level of datai l 1 
Qucs1· ionn . a1re fo r experiment 2 
l l Iced 
-" you would ~now 
or an and•• have helped? no v•• 
2 3 4 ~ • 7 e • ,o 11 
2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 • 10 11 
2 3 4 ~ • 7 e • 10 11 
2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 • 10 11 
Too Nuch 
Toe uttl• 
2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 • 10 11 
2 3 4 ~ • 7 e • 10 11 
first -thod 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 6 • 10 11 
2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 • 10 11 
S8 
llo1r11 lilM11t1pn1 
Did yo., oet loet -•n uainQ tt.. -cond -tnod? Jf ao, 
-y7 
C-nta about th• ••cond •Y•t•~, 
How would you i•prcv• th• fcr••t of th• infor-•at1on in th• 
-nu•l In tn• f1rat -tnod? ln th• ••cond ••thod? 
How would you taprov• th• -thod• of ••l•ctinQ 
<•.g., u•• of k•y•> in th• firat -thod? ln 
_tt,od" 
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Appendix C: Experiment 1 Paper-Tree manual 
.\llJlch,>· 
''"0:C: 
Section Title: Teble of Content~ 
Connect the power supply················ 
P~wer-up procedwre 
..... . . . . .. ...... ...... 
Power-down procedure 
......... . . .. .. . . . .. ( 
c:onnec:tor 
........... . . . . . . . . . 
Llne c.onnl!'ctors; .... • • · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · 
§,elicing proc,.dures 
..... . . . . .. .......... 
........... . . .. . . . . . . . . 
OL1tlet WJrinq •..• • • • •• ••·•••• · •• · ··•·· • 
Outlet J.a.c•· s ........................... . 
E:xpc . 















Connect the Powe, Supply 
lnte.rcoN InclosUJ1e - leu Uiew 
fop 







Tltle: Connect th-~ Power Supply 
'f plug 
The NESw intercom system is connected to your building·• power 
Supply Vi,a ~ 7 
~ •mp grcundf.'d power cord. 
BE sure the intercom i• turned off lpi19e 4) before ccnt1nL1ir,g w1t'o 
th., . 
in•t ~ 11 •tion procedure. 
~irS t • att.ach connector 'A' cf the cord to plug 'B ' on th e re~r c • 
the · 
intercom box. 
Ne , t •. 1· n~ert 1 t r1c~l outlet . Th e 
~ the 3 pronged plug 'X' into •n e ec 
intercom is pl y 
now connEcted to your building · s powt,r sup · 
91 
.\ii ~l'lrj · 
Sec t l o r, 
Pow,-Up Procedll!te 
lntereoN litclosW'f - lea, View 
EJOn fop Ott 
I 
Nain Powe~ Switch Location - On position 
Ti tle • F· 
~ ewer-up Proc~dur• 
The NEsw intercom h•s • mhin power switc h loc•trd on the rE ~r 
P•neJ Of the f 
5 Y£trm. It 1 s the only awi tch on th• upper 1 eft cornrr 
0 
the rear th e 
P•neJ, Push the switch u pward to power-up <tur n on> 
•Yst.,m. 
Before Powering-up the system , 
Cp ,.g e : > 
has 
been Prop.,,. J Y c- t ~ .. nee rte, 
~ C: r,. 







InteJ1CoN lnclosW'e - Rear Uiew 





4 ot :, ,., 
The NEsw int•rcom has a main power a w1tch Joc~ted on the rea r 
Pane1 of r of 
the a y stem. It is the only awi tch on the upper Jef t corne 
the rear off ) the 






llain ll'Wlk Connector 
lnte:rcoM EnclosUJte - Reazt Uiew 
Legend: hi· PliN~ Connector 
Sec· Secondazty Connector 
flt - llte~nate Connector 
C::::, • I-shell connector 
lop 
r=::, :::=, r::=, 
Prii Sec flt 
llain rronk Connectozis 
"ta1 "'' Ma· 1 ~, 
•, "trur.i- Connec:tor 
---------------------
5 o i ::ei 
"turn 1 -onne~t,ng cc.ables. Tne r- ;, --.:..:_OTf th• •YEtem unlt (p.awe 4) brfore ~ ~ 
.,..,. th p.ane l of the NESW. r•e m~ 1 n trunk c:onnrc:tor& loc:.ated on the re.ar 
"the t~ 
11 
J, These "'re ,r.,.e Connec:tors i\re =5-pln m.ale D-sheJJs Cp., y f? 
l oc:•t,.d 2 n 
th
.,. upper r i ght corner of the p~nel, 
Wt- the D-~hel l s m., r I Fd ·"~ 
th
a system is de livered to t he customer, 
•nc '1',Jtern c1 te ' 
the 2 5 -pJri 
lli C· 
·t~c . 
11!ncn1 l Pa , . 
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"J) ~ nd· 
Line ConnectoM 
IntezicoM Encloslll"e - Reazi View 
?op 
1 2 3 4 S 
0 0 0 0 0 
=:Ji----- ---D= 







outlet socket CteMale) 
cable plug (..ale) 
Extension Line ConnectoM 
L, ne Conn,.c:tora Page 6 o, 3(• 
-----------------------
loc:ated in 
ihe fivl!> connectors •r,. round plugs end aockets. The 5 e are 
;,.,"' the 
e ;: tf!l'ns.ior-, Jjrie Cl'tle .ind plug the mrtJ• e,r,d into tt",E 
"Por-op,- i at,. 
socket on the re~r of the unit. 
b; C: "'· =Pe · 
ri,nien1 J p 





Extension Wi~e I,~ 
Blue Blue 
Splicing Wi,e 
I ____ BI_ac .. ~ .. B-la_c_k _r----
t 
splicing connecto~ 
Section T1 tl P : Spl1c1nQ Procedure$ Pc1 gp 7 o f : ., , 
Th• • :: ta,ns1on CAble,; mil y be a,:< ta,nd11d by splicing two or more 
cable&. The f1gur11 shows the wire& whic h should be spliced tog e ther . 
USP thP red spl1c1nQ connectors to perform the actuill splice of e ach 
Appe nd ix C: Expcrimcnl J Paper-Tree manual CJ6 
Sect,on T,tle: Extension Opt,ons Page 8 of -
The options for the NESW intercom system •re controlled by a sec 
of switches on the controller card. Locate the controller c n rd (p~Qe 
l~> ~nd rwmove it from the sy~tem unit <p~Q e 1:>. Find tt1e ser1~l 
numb~r <p•~e 14 1 . 
There are= types of controller c ards wh,ch can be d1st1n gu 1shed 
by serial number: 
()()ll) thr'"OUQh ()=~ ( I (page }~) !I ::66( • thrOUQh 6(H)(l ( pilgE' }7) ~ l'nd 7,:, :: l(• 
thrc,e1c,~ 7<1"'9 (pi\9e 19 1 . Set thf' s .. 1tchl!'s "'ccord1ng to tne vers 1or, of 
th~ c•rd 1 n your ~ystem. Once the options are set, insert the con tro l 
c•rd into tl""ie isysterr. L1n1t (pi\g e ~9). 





5•ct 'on, · 
ltle- 0 
Pi<ge 9 Of - , I ~t 
----------------£•ch lnt•rcom 
u · •xtension must be individually w,red from th• &y ste~ ~ (p,a,,-
"~ 6/ to t 
,.•Qulat . he •>: tension outl•t. Follow loc•J wiring codes •nd 
l Or,~ t-. 
"',en ,.unnin9 the e :: t1tns1on c,able through wlllls •nd Cor,dLll t&. 
'P•9• 7J 
If l'leeded, 
e Mten&ion l1ne c•bl1ts may be spliced toaether 
tc e ,:teno the 
effective length of the Ci<~Je&. 
Att.-ch thl? 







• , I); C· 
Outlet Jacks 
Extension Outlet Box 
Extension Outlet Jack 
<Extension Cable Uil'es) 
Intezico/4 
=D----· .. ----1 Enclosurie 
Intel'CoN plug, cable and encloslll'e 
Legend: Cnot to scale) 
c::(J - Cable plug Cieale) 
I · Wil'e claMp 
S~ct · 
l or-, Tit l 
'" Out l ~t Jacl·s ---- ' F" ge l (, of 3(1 
. l::);pe . 
111nern l J> 
...... aper-Tree rnanuaJ 99 
25 Pin I-shell Connectoris 
(Nale and 1eMale puts) 
I , , . , . , , , \ 
""' ____ , ____ , __ · ____ '_1/ 
Legend: 
Nale Connectori 
' - Pin 
0 - Hole 
Sect1or, Title: 2~ pin D-w:;hel l~ 
lo000000000000l 
~ D C 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 y 
1eMale Connector 
Page 11 of -
The 2~ pin D-ahells (aee figure) have two halves. The fir•t half 
is the male part which has 2 rows of pins. The fir•t row has 1: pin s, 
and the ••cond row below it has 1~ pins. The 13 pin row is the longer 
row, The second half 1s the fema l e part which has 2 rows of hcles 
similar in configur~t1cn to the male part. 
The two h~lves connect together by inserting the female h~lf into 
~he m~le hali by l1n1nQ up the 13 pin rows ~nd the 1~ p1r, row ~ up wit h 
e a ch other, You will notice that the shape cf the connectcrs 1s ~~en 
that the end with the 1~ pins is n~r rower than the 13 pin end, This i s 
a guide when conn~ctin g the t~o h~lves together, 
A ppe ndix C : Experiment I Paper-Tree manual 
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The controller card can be found in the 5ystem unit. Vi•w the 
5ystem un,t from above, with the front of the unit fac,nQ you. There 
5hould be three or more cards in the un1t. Two of the cards w1ll be 
shorter than the others. The controller card 15 the leftmos t short 
CS'r d ~ 
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P .. ge 13 o f ::.,) 
c•rd upw .. rd, Wh~n remo v ing the c .. rd, pull o n each e nd of the c.rd 
~vprd y so the c•rd dee!:. not twist or turn as it 1 s bRi ng remov E-d. 




Locating Seriial tl1Ml,e!'S 




T1 t I!!. L • oc:at,ng Serial Numb~rs 
The •er I o~ th- I o·"er J ef t hc1nd 
• 
1
" numbl!r of all cards is written '' • -
c:orn,.r of •I I cards used in this system, 
)l~l\c!' 
t,; C: 1:-~ 














iitJ- .. C•,-ds 
~ ~ ( >O l 0-0:?5(• --------=-----------p., 9 ., 15 of ::c, in.,,... •r-- t wh1ch must b• aet (see the ~ wo sets of •ight switch•& 
fiou.-.,. ton of th• 
ihe first ••t of switches d•scr-ibe the conf1gur;i l 
i~t•rc:om de~cr1b• th• conf19uration system. ih• second aet of switches -
Of the ControJJ•r c;ird. 
Set tr,., "A " •witch•s: Set switches for- the controll•r c11rd t yo e 
'P•ge l61. S•t Switches for th• numb•r of c11rds in the system ur.:t 
cp,. r &v5tem ge 211. Set Switches for the number of • ~ tens1ons in you 
Cp"'9e 2:? 1 • 
Set cp · ge 28 > • 
th
e "B" Swi tch•s: Set al I th• "B" ... , tche 5 on • 
h;ive compJet•d setting the aw1tches for th is c;i rd _ 
!)( C': I:,, 
"-".Pe . 
11lrten1 J p 
3






lJt C': "'· '-"!le . 1111Jen1 J J> 
Legencl: 
aper· Tree manu:iJ 
Switch Settings - to, cuds ll01B th~ough 825B 
1234567B 12345678 
~~~DDDDDi VDDDDDDD 
lwi ten Set 'A" 
No 
c.t Ott Change 
~ ~ D 
Switch Set 1B11 
Page l 6 of ;::,:, 
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Sec:t 1 o l"l 
--------- Tl t le: Ci1 r_,:: __________________________ P_~_9_e--J-7o __ f _--":, ------- 206 ( >-f:,(, ( 1(1 
of •witches d•scribe the confi9ur•t1on of t he int•rcom • on 
llyat..,.. The second set of sw j tch•s descr l be the con fi g ura' J 
o~ the col"ltroll-r 
~ C•rd. 
Set t he "A" Switch•s: Set switches for th• controller c «rd t v p e 1
P•"e , t 
• lB J . Set aw,tches for th• number of c11rds in the sys tem un 
(P&ge ::!J J S t '!!:~:_!!:._:~_!-:>=_!_!~!_!·~,·~o~n!.:·~1:_:· n.:,_'!:'.;o::;u::;r ____ ,.,·_s_t_e,s. • e Switches for the ~umber of~ • ~ 
Cp*'9e 22 J 
Set the " B" Switch•s: Set •ll the "B" switches on (p119e =0 1. 
ha ve completed sett1n9 the switches for th lS c• rd . 
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Switch Settings - tor cuds 2660 tJ\Jlough 6000 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 
Switch Set 'A" Switch Set 1B1 
Legend: 
No 
On OCt Change 
~ ~ ~ 
S e ct i on T1tle: Setting for- 266(•-600(• 
Set the sw1tche5 on the leftmost 5et of sw1tches on the ccntr-oller-
c~r- d A5 shown in the figur-e, 
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Seri al ftud,er 
XXXX 
S e c t,on T,tle: Cards 7000-7999 
There are two sets of e!Qht switches which must be set (see the 
f1Qurel. The fir•t set of switches describe the confiQurat i on of the 
in t ercom sy~tem. The second set of switches describe the conf>Quration 
of the controller card. 
Set the "A " switches , Set sw,tches for the control !er card typ e 
(paQe 20). Set switches for the number of cards in the s y stem unit 
(page :?l>. Set 5w1tches for the number o f e ~: trn sions in your sy5tern 
Set the "B " sw,tches: Set ... 11 the "Eo" •witches on <p11Qe 28 > • 
YoL, have comp )eted 5ett1ng t he 6w 1 tches for t h 16 c • rd. 
1--. ;,psndix C: Experime n t I P aper-Tree manual 
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Switch Settings - tor ciJ'ds 7800 tnrough 7999 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Switch Set 1A1 Switch Set 'B" 
Legend: 
No 
On ott Change 
~ ~ ~ 
sect 1 o r , Tit l e: Se t t1ng for 7 ( >(>(>- 7999 
Set the sw1tche5 on the 1eftmo5t set of switche~ on the contrcller 
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Switc~ Settings - '*'-he~ or Cal'ds in SysteM 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Switch Set 1A1 Switch Set 1B' 
Legend: 
"' ro J,e On Ott Cllange Set 
~ ~ ~ I 
S e ct.1a r 1 T1tl e : Nu mber c f C ,lll rd 5 1 n Syst~m Pa\ge : 1 o -+ Z',() 
Oth erw i se , set switc h 4 of f . See the fi;ure, 
' ,; ;r: ndiY. C: Expe rime nt 1 Paper-Tree manual 11 0 
Set the sw1tchRE based upon the number of •xt•nsions attach~d to 
the syEtem un,t. There may b• ~ <p~Q• 23>, ~ <page 24>, ~ 
(pAge- :?5 ) , foL1r (pa~e ~6), or five <p•ge ~7) • ;: tenalons att.ached. 
0. :,;,"nu .;.: C. Expe rime n t 1 Pape r-Trc~ manual 
Ill 
S•itc~ Settings fo~ one Cl) extension 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 12345678 




On Off Change 
~ ~ ~ 
S e c ti c,n Title: Switches for 1 Ext.,n 1> ion PaQ E' ::. o+ 3 ( • 
s .. t thv 5witche& fc,r on" (11 .. xten&1on (aee the fiQure> • 
. ;,;,·: ndi;. C . Expe rime nt l Paper-Tree manual 11 2 
Switch Settings to~ two (2) extensions 
12345678 12345678 
Switch Set 1A1 hitch Set 1B" 
Legend: 
Ho 
On or r Change 
~ ~ ~ 
Section T 1tl e : Swlt c he s for = E ::t l!'n s1on s 
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Switch Settings to~ tiu'ee (3) extensions 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Switch Set 1A1 Switch Set 1B" 
I.,gend: 
No 
On Off Change 
~ ~ ~ 
Se t t he ~~i t c h e s for t hree ( ~) e x t e n ~1on ~ <aee th e f i g u r e ). 
JI 
' .,, __ ; r_ Ex perime n t I Pape r-Tree manual 
Switch Settings ro~ foW' (4) extensions 
12345618 12345618 
S•i tch Set 1A1 S•itch Set 'B" · 
Legend: 
No 
On Ott Change 
~ ~ ~ 
S e c ti o n T1tl~: Sw1tche£ for 4 E >: t~ns1on s P"ge ::!6 of :-.. :, 
Se t the aw1tch•• for four <4 > • x tensions <see the fiQure>. 
11 5 
, •.• , - ri c u. C: Expe rime n t 1 Paper-Tree manual 
... .. . .. .., , '" "·'· \, V !._ LC.l.::i C. 1-'AKK. - ---@¼@it UM& .... ...... ... , .... , ... .. ... .. .. , ... ... .. .. ...... . . . 
Switch Settings for five (5) extensions 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Switch Set 1 A1 Switch Set 1B" 
Legena: 
No 
On orr Change 
~ ~ ~ 
Pa19E ::7 c:, f : .,) 
J 16 
i .·, · ,•·nd,,. C : E xpe rime n1 I Pape r-Tree manual 
Set 1B1 Switches On 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
S11itch Set 1 A• hitch Set 'B" 
Legend : 
No 
On Oft Change 
~ ~ ~ 
S r ct1or1 T1tl r : Set "B" s .. o tct.es Dn 
· · ,,,~. , C L >:pcr ime nt l Paper-Tree manua l ]] 7 
Insert the Controller Card into the SysteM Unit 
Slide Downwud 
' Hold Here 
S.. c t1on T1tl•, Insert Controll•r C~rd 
Slide Downward 
' Hold HeM 
To insert the controller c•rd into the system unit, Qrab the c~rd 
in the •ame slot from which it was rPmoved (the leftmost empty slot in 
the system un i t >. Gently, slide the card downward. When insert i ng the 
card, push on each end of the c•rd evenly so the c•rd does not twist 
1nsert~d. 
' :,'.,· nc' . .x _: Experim e nt l Pape r-Tree manual 11 8 
Legend: 
I - wiH cla111p 
lxt,nsion Outlet Box 
led Creen Blue Black 
(extension cahle wiNs) 
Extension Outlet Jack 
Sec t 1o n Ti tle: E x tension Outlet Bo x P • g e J O of :o 
Th• e ;: tens»on wire c•ble h•s four wires. Insert ••ch wire into the 
•ppropr•te wirE cl•mps in the e x tension wire bO M Caee fi~ure l . When 
••ch wire is inserted into the wire cl•mp, preas the cl•mp with• p • ir 
o f pliers to •~k e electrical contact. 
' ,- '"U: C . Experime n t I Pape r-Tree manual 
11 9 
------
A.Jllle11d · · l 
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ll 111 11111• 1111 l l 1111 11 . ... -·· 
,\pp ~ ndix D: Experiment 2 manuals (samples) 
1~ 
r un c d-computer manual 
:::,r 111..Jc - Se-i., l I\J u mb e ..-
=. ett1ng~ 
of S>Jl t Ch E-S o n th!: 
!S y stem t ,o c\ rd . 
Tn es e w 1 l l 
5.,, 1 tc he s wh i ch 
b e t n E-
F :! r- st :o you mus t de ter mine t h e set'"i~l 
n u mr.. e r 
The ~ec 1 a J n umb e r ma'/ fe.11 
Se t the sw i t c h es b a s &Ll up on the 
t h ...--- 0 L1 g h ,·,c c;:c:· t hr c.,uq h :: .1- ~ . 
t, r- ,. to ". ; -
:.. J s ,- . lJt J~ : Set. Ser 1 ~ J l ,lL1mti . s ~...i.1tc h E- s 
The y c\t'" E· 
- ; yo u w ! ..1. ~ 
7 ,·,,- . .;.:.:, 
!:. ~·J l i.. c..: ~ • : c·'t Gr c·~tp h 01 j . 
C.D · 1l 1 :-1t.. i e W] t. t- · t t" :E ne ,.t SE- c- i) r:i:, . 
Ft E- '-' l cu· · := e: ~ t l . ' 1 
· ; , , cL. u Exp.:rim .: nt 2 ma n uals (sam ple s ) 12 1 
I 
I The nP. :: t group o+ svlltches to be set will ind,cate the c1mc .. 1nt of memory 1nstalled in t he system. Select from below, based upon the 
l'l emo,-y Si::e: 
t,4 1 s . i:·s, ~·. l:. .::1 P , or ; ·::,elf. 
Fr c . 1c:...•.:. S e c. 11 ,...,, 
Sect l C·r , Tit 1 £:· : 
-------- ------- ------·---- ------
-------------
F·r F . ., ; o:..·.s ~ r- c t J C·' 
122 
-------~------'h e, r,11,_.. t 
~e>t Of 
W J J J ln dicatf' th l? 
' a '>' ur,J t5" I d J S~J .. Jr,d J c ,;, te t , e 
~ -~. 
o r 1;:_o t" Co J c, ,- ,? n d Mo "' "",..:.c ... •c_· 1_,_r C•Q-, ~ . 
Gr OLt;::· A ON, 













Sect i on 11tle: Flor:,p y D1s1 · Dri v es 
T t-.1: r.e·:: t set of s,11tches .o , 11 indicate the- n umbf?r of fJor:,r:·,· dis l 
d r-1ves. in~ tci)lF"d ln you,- $ )'· s tem. Se lect thE r1 un:b e r of d ri •-1 e: Jr, ·.10Lu' 
syst ~ n. : 
~-or ~-
------- ------------------------------------
F ,- c -.· .i. r_oL•: s~-~t :;c.,ri 
Set son tch 1 of G,-oui:· P 01 , . 
Co •:+. J nuE v:i tt·: thE· n e ·. t sc-·r 1j c:1 . 
- ----- -------
F-r-e• .; c, ._, c: - .. · 
D: Expcrim 2 







Section Title: Fi::ed D1:-l D, l VE-=, 
1he•·e- m<',y be- fi :-:ed d is l d..-i v e: instc,!led 1r, yc,ur s,·=terr .. Frati' th£· 
list below. select the numbe..- of d ..-1 v es 1n your = Ystem: 
------- ---------------------------FrE-- '/J c::.:.s SE:'c t _ c·~·. 
Set F1 : : ed r,J sl . 
Set s~;i tch of Group f< [IN, c-'1d :et !a;•!l tch .., o f i::,,- GctJ:· E• ( ·= -,_ 
---------- -----





L "-llllend ix D: 
&X.&&Si&Eh& ii&lb&ILI 
The ne:: t se' t of ~wl t~he:- tc· } l = the s ·ystE·rrt b08 ~d 1 f an e :-: p~.:-,: J c•r1 
unJt is 1n the Ey st em unit. and t ~F numb Pr of card e in the s yEtP m. 
SPl se!llCh 4 o -i Gr r,u p B Of·'- Set swJtc~, !:, of Gr·c,cr ;:· B (rf-"F, s t'-t. 
c,-f Gr Der;-· ? Oh. 
you e1.re t1 r11s hr·d. 
F·r e · J ::n.:= ~£< ._l :.. r 




Se•c t 1on Title: h1rcraft. "T y pe 
There are 2 se t s of sw1tct,e ~ on the con troler card. "They are 
labeled Group,; and G,·oup f•. "These wll l ~ "' the s .. iitches which ),c:-c, ,1 111 
be !:.E· t t l ng. 
F1rst, you must determine th e t y pe of "'1rcr .;, ft for wh1 cr, yo , . cr·e 
CcStego.--1es. 
Set the switcheE based upon th~ e1rcra+~ t y pe: 
Commercial tL•rbopr-op, pr-1 v c1te tur-boprop. c.om~,e,.-c1el Jet. a c,:i 
lii!J" l Vc1t ;c- jpt. 
Se -c: t 1 o r-: 1 i t 1 e : Se t Aircreft "Type Sw i tch 
---------------------------
Set s,-.itct, l ot G:· c,up t'.i D"" f-, an :! se• swi t c• ·, 
------------------ - --- ------- ----- -------- -- - --- --- - --· .. F r· P . l .:.,:. : :"'E ·. -; 1 c-
l>enn,. 
-1) : l::icp . 










lor, Title: Number of FLtE,} Tanl·.s 
The ne:: t group of s,-11tche s tc:i be, set ~i:l l ir,d1cc1te the numb e r o-
fu e J tanl : s in th e aircra f t. Select f,-orr. t ,<"·1 oo: , base;_, upon numb t-r of 
fLtel tan I· E: 
,C!JH,· . tvi c:, . tht-F.·E:· . o,- ~. 
----------------------------------- ---
5 E- c t 
lc,r; litle: Se t Fuel T,:,n, SwitchEc-s 
----------------------· 
' -- - -- 1- - ) 128 
Th e nE- . t. SE' t cf s,ntchE-s. en l l ind1c:.atE· the nun,ber o-f er,9 ir,e!'c u -, 
thee· e.ir-cr i.dt.. Ind 1c?t~, thee r ,urr.t ,e,- of er,91nes 1n thE- c11rcr-a-ft.: 
Fr e ·.· J ci:..i : =>cc. t. 1 !.:"· ' 1 
------.. ----- F·,· £· . J ·:)' ( :-- :.- i..=- - . : L ' ' 
129 
Se" t 
~ lon Title: Autom2tic Flight Contr ol s 
---------------------------------------
The ne . t set of swit ch•~ indicate tne number of autom2l1 c fl1;ht 
controls that ar·e ,nstalled in the a1rcra+t. s~!ect the number cf 
Si,. ,··t· 
.... .:.C)r: i 1tlrz·: Se t f-tuto. Flight S~·:itc ne:-: 
----------------------




ect.J on Ti t1 e,: Control Bo•rd Feedt•cl . 
Set £1·n tc.h :: of Gr-cup B Ot-J. [,r c,~1 1=· P [1 !,: . 
J::..Q .if J r, ;._t t ·· v:j t.h ti-, ,: , ~ec i. i er: . 
----------- - - - ----------- -------·------- --- - ·--- - ·-




l or, Tl t 1 = .· , . 
~ ,-,c•:. l l l ar y Fo•1er 
Th E- r, E.: t group o-i s1·1Jtche:,; tel!s th ~· =on t ro] L,n 1t if ar. ;, ,• : ·1 JJc> •, 
Po,~~r LinJt 15 ~tt~ched, and th ~ nLi mb~r of c~rd s 1n thJE syst em . 
Se-i. Sl·11 t c: r: 'i of Gr OL'P B O!,J. 5E--t se1J '- ch 5 o-f [,r ovp f, OFF, s et 
£,v .. tch (;. o..- Gruup 5 [I J,1 , =-e:·t s1~nt.ch 7 o-f Grou i:.! F, OFF~ ar, C se t Sl·ntch 5 
c:•f Gr our:· F Gl·J. 
You h;, v e, cc.,rr,µJete-d the- p, rn . .ole,n. F-·res,, the END kE-y to 1nd1 ::::2 t G· t h:>i 
------ ------ ------ ------ --- --. 13 2 
!llJL&.&&u: 
lAHS&iiiiAJ LA & ; as JU 
lJnpruned-computer manual 
Serial Number 
There are 2 sets of switches on the systeffi board. They are labe-ied 
Gr-oLtf:• A ar, d G,- oup B. Thes e will be• the s,~itche-s w,,ich you wiJJ te-
se,tting. 
YDu ThP. ser i c1J num:i e r ma/ f,Rl 1 lnto C•r re=- c·f fc,L.t r 
ranges. 
Sol the switches based upon the serial number: 
S<-'C: t l C•r, "Ti t J e: 
NL•IT,t-. 
----------------------
Set s witch 1 of GroLtp {., OFF', c·.r,d set s1-1itch: c:, f Group ,.. Gr .. 
£j;.,r,tjnu e WJtr, tht' r.e:··: t. SE- ":" lJDt: . 
F-r e ·. · · c,·. 1~ 5_ ... , 1 r::· 
Se:, t 
c Jon Title: Memory Si:e 
The ne x t group of sw i tch~~ to be set wi ll ind J CB t e tn~ amount o~ 
memory installed in t hP s y stem. 
ba 5 E·d L1por, t.~,f. Merr,o,· 1, 5J:c-e: .:.iLl:.· ~- ~- or -:, r ,c, r- . 
up::m ~- or ~ -
l .; r·,:::ine c·, t.hE· a t ·ove , LI S P th e def<'< ll lt s e ti.ir1 9 . 
-------------
S f · ~ 
~c c. t. J c:i r· . 
--------·  - - ------ - ----- ---------·-· 
)~lld' 
~ D: l::xperim 
em 2 manuals (sample s) 
D 4 
Sc-ctioc, Title: D1 !cpl a ,,, T y pe 
1r,.,_, r.e :: t set of !cvntches i-iill ind1cat1c· the type- of d1spJ;ay ,,hi cf ·, 
l£ ir,£tal1ed in yDL1r s y stem . 
l:!,t1noc f ,r orr,r-- c.,,-~ ... £.!.:. 
!;t ·r 1 r1c h 1 C; l'?i ~ ~ ~" Dr" t,c-,th CC'i r.•r ~ nrJ Mc,nc,ct",ron:t:· . 
It non'=' o -i the at,o ,;e, USic· the d ef2.,dt setti r1o::,. 
fr t>. !C·-· :': :5e.'TJ •:.:· '" , 
Set switch 7 of Group A ON. and !ee l s~i t c ~ E of Group A GFF . 
-------- .___ 
!J)du: I). 
· ~Periment 2 ma nuals (samples) 13 5 
Sec tJon Title: Floppy Disl Dri v £·!S 
The ne.,: t se t of swi tche: wi J l i ncii :.2.tE the r,umber of fl c,p~, ,· d, £ 1 
If the ser1 al numl, c, ~- is bet weer, ( 1() ( ,j a~1d 099~ .. you m~',' ha'.·~ t f:'r ·-· 
Or or·rt: dr1 v E·· . 
~ dr1 v es. 
If n o r,e o, the o1bov e , LI="' lh f? de.: <S<ul t. £ettino. 
Set sw i t c. h 1 o1 G, c:-ctp f (H.J. 
Co r , t1r ,u e vnth the r ,e ·: t se :- !. ion . 
--·----------------------- ------------
.\l>Pe11db; I). 
· Expc · 
runent 2 manuals (samples) 
13 6 
Se~tion Title: Fi xed Disk Drives 
There rne y be fixed d1sls inst~lled in you r system . The ne.: t ~ e t ~ f 
s,~itches will 1nd1cate the numL,er o+ fn: ed d isls installed. 
,.;;,r0 · - u cir ~ f i ; , ed d r· i vE-. 
or t..t..;, f J ;-: ed dri v es. 
-I 1 >. ed d rives . 
Ii none of the .above, yoc, have n o f1 ·: e-d dri v e ~ . 
E: , .... , c .. 1 • :- ': · : t ..! .·, r . 
memor y installed in your system. 
------------ F-•· -=•·' J r-:... • S ~.- ·. 
1:1 7 
S1c-ction Title: Set Fi >: ed Disl·· Switches-, 
Set switch of Group SON\ and set switch~ of Group BON . 
Continue 1-nth the r, e :: t sectic,n. 
F're .' ! 0 ~1~ Sect! or: 
Section Title: E x pansicn Unit 
The ne,: t s1·J1 t ch t c bE- set "" 11 1 n:::! 1 cat e wheth er o~ n ot "'r, 
e ,.pansion un1t is atta che o to the s y stem. 
---
.\pJ)el'ld' 
l.>;I) , Ex ' 
· 'Perunent 2 manuals (samples) 
~· ..... 
JJ 8 
S£c>ct1or, ·1itlt:c : bet l:. :: par,!=,or, Switcr, 
Tt.1:, .. E· art· ts,c:, pD5SJ bl e- =-•ll tch setting~ . • 
1-1 thE·re 1~. at 1ea £"t oroe f1: ,ed dis/ drive, ther, set switcr, -. c·, 
Grour,., B l t · OI~. flthe r t-JJ:E. se-t switch 'I of Grc:,up B OF-F. 
Sec t , or, Tl t 1 E· : 
21 r, u .' 4:.:: • 
.E!..: ~ I c! .-· : ··· t=> ;. . 
--·--. ·--------
D 9 
S1cctic-n T1tle-: Number c,-/ E::pc<nEJon Cards 
1-1 there 1s both a MonochromE- and Color displ ay . a~d onE or mDr£· 
0therL--JJ$f.:. . 1+ therf~ 1 s c,ri f• o r rr, c·re fJ:1p;:· ;· d1£I dr1 v es Cl r fj : · ~·j 
------ ----------------·--··---
s., 1 tch 7 of Grc,u~' B OFF-, and s et swl tc:h E 01' G, our:· f-· C.l!·i . 
~c,u he-·.' £ co:r,;:•l e-tf='d the-- pc c,t ·l E·n:. F"re: s s the ENI, I tc· . tc . r.d J c,,t~ t l ,2t 
....___ __ _ 





S1=-ct1on 7Jtle: Aircraft 7ype 
There are: sets of switcheE on thP controller care. Th e•,· are 
labeled Group A and Group B. These will be the s witche s which yo~ will 
F1 rst !I you must det ernr1 ne t t, e t yp e of c· J ; ·er i·.+ t fc··- YJ ~·, 1 c h rcn 2.r-t-
Set the s,,1 tche ~ b2.seu L•por, tr,F ai, ere.ft t,,pe: 
--·--------------------
Set switch l of Group A OF F , 
e.nd se t swit c h - of Group~ LI~ . 
Co,,tinu E- .,itti the ne· : t se c: tior, . 
--- F ,-t? ·.) ,:; ... ·r~ ~ · ~ ~ J ,_ . 
14 J 
Se:ction Title: NLtmber of FL<Pl lanl .E 
Tt1E- ne:: t groLtp of E.vntc t-,E·!S tc, b e s e:·t w1il 1nd1cc\tEc- the- numler of 
fuel tan ls 1ro th e c\1rcraft. 
lf the 21rcraft is a commer c1 2l turb c p r o p , s e t the sw1tche s ba : ~0 
L•p on th e numbe~ of fLreJ tan I:: £:.::£_, i.!:::.f:. ~' o r f Dur . 
If the· a1r c r-i?.f t 1 £. a pr1 v at. C? turc1 a r:1r· cii:,. =e- 1 _ th €· 5-'·Jlt c he- ~ b c1s c-:-c.~ 
lf none of the abo v e, uc.- t he dr,-f .,. , d t se1 t 1nc, . 
5 F.:- t sv,~tch 3 of Gr CJL'P A OFF . ~P t !:~·, ; t ~h i.j u f b ~CJLI J: ' A (1 1.J~ !:c E-t 
s,,n t e rr 5 of Grou;:, ,-., OU , ar,d set S<·Jl t c h 6 of Gr·t,u ;:.i A or ,. 
Section Title: Number of Engines 
"(he nE·,: t set of ss,i t c:hf"s w.1 J l ind i c 2. t E t hE· numbe,· of engines wt-,, ch 
are installed 1n the aircraft. 
If the c1ircraft is a commerc:.:d turt,op,-oi:,, ther e may be or,c-· or t ,:·:· 
j-f the:, alrcr·2.-it J5:. ,1 pr J vl:11.l~ tt:rt.,i:..pr·op. thL.., .... e m2 ; be o r ,~· - ~- c, : 
~ en91r11::'s .. 
lf none of the abo ~e. u ~P t h e dPf 2. ult sptf ,n 0 . 
S~ction Title: S et Engine Switches 
Set si-ntch 7 of Group(..; [I /·,, and :t-l switch 8 o c Grc u~· ,; UFF. 
Cont ,nue with thP ne . t sect10~. 
- - -------------------- --------- ----- ---- --,- ,-:-~~-:-., •. - , -,- - --~ } ,• l 
1 :11 
Section Title: Automatjc Fljght Contro l ~ 
The, ne, :· t 5et of sw1tche~ v,ill jr,dicat e, the nc,mber of autome.tic 
fJjght controls installed 1n the s y stem . 
If th1= a1rc.rc>ft i: a commercial turboprop. 1t may h.a -.·e~ or~ 
~ L1tomat1 c cor,tr~l~. 
If the air· c_,-c\f t JE c:: pr- 1vai_ L"' Jet~ 1 t rr, a v hct v F.· £!l:: or~ e;u".': u n:2t. J C: 
cor,trol s. 
If none of the abo v e, use t.he dC?f6t ol t s e t ti n g . 
5 1c·ct1c,r , • i t.le: Set Au t o . Flight .; .. ,i tc h 
------ - -------- ----------- --------
Set s.,1 tch of Gc,x,p B (1•'1 . 
ContinLi ~ with th& ne · ~ sect1 o n. 
-----.. - ------------- ----~- :-::-·-· F ,~ h . :=! 
Section 11t.1E-: Control Boc>rrl Feed t, ,;,ci· 
The,-e rT,.;; y be teedb2.cl cc,nt.rc,J~ inst a lled ir, yoLd ... aircra.,-t. "The 
ne:·;; t &et. of s,ntc~es wlll 1r,d1.::e1 t e- thr, r,umt·er· in s t. c, JJed. 
It thE- air· c.r·.:lft. ,s e1 c.011,r,erc i ,;,J tur· b o proi:,, it m.- ,, hcl'.' e either : e r e 
o,- ~ feEcd b c:, c I . contr ol . 
11 the 2.1r-c.rc'--ft 1s i:1 p r j ., c,:tp tu, r-,~ ; ~·or., . 1t m~ y he:'. £:.':· e 1 tner ~ or· 
l f none of the abo v e. r: oc: h;-, ,·1c n c, fp ed bc1 c l · c o c,tr· oJ ~,, 
Sect1on Title: Cc, r, trol Bc,ard FeEcdLc1 c. l 
yc u rr,:..i: t 4:\l : o 1 r,d1 c 2 t e th E=' n LH'!: t f:'r 
o' 
+ " " I t :.•,r·, I ;, , 
- ·------------- - - --··- - ; r t· 
5E-c. l ioc, l1tle: Set Fee dbal L Sv,1'tct, e•.-
Set switch o-f Gr· oup E·- Oi•i: and !Set !c.vJ! t ct, o-1 Gr-oup £: 0 ' ,. 
Cc,r1t1 r·,up , ... ·~tr, the ne ·:t s e- ~ 1::.c·~ . 
SectJ on T~ t.) e: A L1 : : 1 l 1 c'r )' F-ov:e t· 
--------- ------ -------------- - ------------------------ ------
Thea nr= .. t ~l·.'l tch to be se t a.-JJ l l l 'ldl c2te:· whe t ht· r C'r- nc,i ctr 
--------- -·--
.:: C -
Appendix D : Experiment 2 manuals (samples) 
) 41, 
S1=·ct1or, T1tle: Set Au ::. F·ov,er Switch 
There a re two pcEs1ble s··1· tch tt ~ se 1ngc. 
If there js at leaet one feedbacl cor.trol, ther, set swi t e n 4 of 
se sw1 c,1 ct G~oup B OFF. Grc,ui:, E• to Or~. C•therviise· , t · t' 4 
Corit1 n ut? l•1!t h thr· nt":' ' t sp c t1 0 ri. 
SE, ::: t1on 11tle: Numt·er of [ ii, rd~ 1n S yo; ter.. 
Othen•nsEc, 1f thE·•· r· are or, , · or m::,1e auton,2.t : c f]1ur 1' c. o ni , c,.: ~ ,,.-
tr & 
-4tpPcncti>; D 
Experiment 2 manuals (samples) 
147 
S1:- c:l 1on 11t l e : Se-t Cards S,11tches 
I t ther-e are th ~ E·e en .:: 1nE? i:: . ar:d C"nt.7 Dr"' more i\utomatic fl19tt~ 
D t he· · ~•lSt::"'., 1-f the:-,- t.:• ar-t· o ne? u r mCJ" t-:' autQ r.-:~1J r. i]1Qr )~. cor.~r- ,::i :is or 
F·rE ' ' G•t ·· c., c:- _ "'_i:-.ir : 
t L · 1 n rj 1 '- 2 t f:' t 1- r '-
----- -·- -
F r .:: r.- ~: 1_: £ c ,·, . r 
Appendix D : u-perime n1 2 manuals (samples) ] 48 
